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HS TIGERS OVER F LION CITY 41 TO 14

v, Ian Paisley,
enter the
4 )
of a Protest16

()lice
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ute the power of

In Our 90th Year

Seen&Heard Laker Band
Around
Boosters Plan
Murray
Auction Sale

Now a good reader trom the
The Calloway County Band
New Concord area sends in
some roses for Darrell Shoe- under the direction of David
Berry is looking forward to its
maker.
best year ever.
The band plans include apH. was outstanding in his service to his country and has been pearances in local and area
a successful young business parades starting with the Murman of Calloway", she writes. ray State University HomecomThe reader encloscs a clipping ing Parade, several concerts infrom the May 10, 1945 Ledger cluding the district concert conand Times which was cut out test, and a trip in the spring.
This year the group's main
at the time. We print it as folgoal is the purchasing of new
lows:
uniforms. Several fund raising
GREAT LAKES, fli., May 3,— projects are planned during the
William Darrell Shoemaker, 27, Echool year.
The first of these will be an
West Main Street, Murray, Ky.,
was graduated from recruit auction at Calloway County
training April 25 as honor man High School on Thursday, Octoof his company at the U. S. Na- ber 9, at 7:30 p.m. Donations
val Training Center here and is of old furniture, appliances,
and any other articles large or
now on leave.
Shoemaker was elected a can-- small will be picked up anydictate by fellow bluejackets and where in the county by memselected as honor man by his bers of the band booster's_ club,
company command& on the bas- Berry said.
Numbers to call in the area
is of military aptitude and progress. He has been recommend- are Almo 753-3077, Faxon 753ed to attend Storekeeper's Scho- 7670, Hazel .492-8714 or 4028581, Kirksey 753-5975 or 489ol for further training.
Prior to joining the Navy he 3772, Pottertown 436-2371, and
was employed as a bookkeeper New Concord 753-4968 or 753for Doran Lorne Leaf Floor in 3848.
Murray.
He is spending his leave with
his wife in Murray.

Three Deacons Are
Omitted In Story

This clipping probably brings
back some memories for Darrell. It is difficult to conceive
for WWII veterans that all this
happened about 25 years ago,
t did. Anyway here's some
to you Darrell.

Wel

The
West Fors
Baptist
Church will have its dedication
of the new church building and
note burning ceremony on Sunday, September 28, at 11 a.m.
—la • feature story on the
church in Friday's Ledger &
Times, the names of three
of the deacons were omitted
in setting the type for the
story. Names left out were Jack
Norswotrhy, Woodrow Noraworthy, and Festus Story. The
church was organized in 1889
instead of the date as released
by church officials.

Mark Up Third Win Of Year
To Mar Bulldog 3-0 Record
The Murray High Tigers combined a vicious defense with
some fancy running and an improved aerial attack to down
the Fulton City Buntings 41 to
14 before a packed stadium here
last night.
The Murray defense shined
Last night and forced the Bulldogs to resort to an aerial attack in order to make headway.
They gave ground grudgingly
through the middle as big Tripp
Williams, 205 pound end repeatedly turned in the ball cart

***

Tiger Band
Sparkles
Unaer Liglo

gain and two more extra poiots
were marked up. A Williams to
Williams pass gained good yardage on this TD drive moving
the ball fro mthe 40 to the
Fulton 12. This score came with
6:15 on the clock.
Murray's last score before the
half ended came with 1:20 left.
Murray hacl kicked out to the
Fulton 29 and Steve Erickson
lAdditIonal Pictures On Page 8)

returned the ball to his own 39
for a first down. Powerhouse
Marvin Green gained another
yard to the 40. Quarterback Bob
Nanney fumbled the ball on
the next play and John Rayburn, in a quick thinking move,
grabbed the loose bail and raced the distance for the score.
Johnny Williams pass attempt
bailed.
Fulton gained one of their
two touchdowns with 4:56 left
in the half. Taking the ball on
(CelltiloOd on rage Eight)

Murray High's Senior fullback, Jimmy Brandon galntackle for Fulton City is Steve Erickson (82). a 170 pound
ed nine yards on this play off left tackle in last night's game
junior, end. The Tigers won the contest 41-14.
with the Fulton City High Bulldogs. Coming up to make the
(Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon)

Community Committeemen
Are Named By ASC Office

Stranak Initiated
Into Fraternity
At Union College

Taylor Men
Visiting Here

The Murray Nigh School Tiger Band put on another sparkling performance Friday night
to thrill a filled stadium of fans
on hand to view the Tiger Fulton City encounter.
The 100 piece band under the
direction of Phil Shelton and
Ed Welte made a down field
entrance to "Freedom City"
then went into an intricate diamond drill where a small diamond emerges within a larger
one.

Majorettes Linda Boyd, Connie Lowry, Nancy Jones, Nancy
Diuguid, Marilyn Simons, and
Cindy Parker put a fancy twist
So the tune of "Windy". The
band closed with the traditional
Tiger Victory March.
Drum Majors Suzanne Jones
and Brenda Richardson along
with the high-stepping Black
and Gold Band will travel to
Bowling Green next week to
boost the Tigers.

Creason To
Be Speaker
At MSU Meet
Newspaper columnist
Joe
Creason of the Louisville Cour.
ier-Journal — a leading author.
sty on Kentucky's history and
its people — will be the featured speaker at the 85th an
nual First District Educaticrr
Association meeting at Murray
State University October 10.

Linn Stranak, son of Mr. and
committeemen are 011ie C. Hall, Mrs Mike Stranak of 508 South
The two sons of Mr. and Mrs.
N. E. Cohoon and Otto W. Ches- 7th Street, Murray, is a senior
at Union University majoring Robert P. Taylor of New Conter.
The year-round task of ASC in mathematics and physical cord who are serving with the
Armed Forces are now visiting
community committeemen is to education.
Also it does not make as much
Stranak was infitiated into here with their parents and
help the county ASC Committee
Scheduld to speak during
racket as it did. We think the
‘ciminister national farm pro- KMU, Kappa Mu Epsilon nation- family.
the morning program in the
roller on a typewriter should
mathemati
al
fraternity
cs
in
Pvt.
Patrick
R.
Taylor
is
servgrams on the local level. The
university auditorium, Creason
be changed at least every twenfollowing persons were elected April 1969. The Tennessee ing with the U.S. Marines. His
has chosen as his topic "The
ty years whether it needs it or
Gamma
chapter
requires that address is Pvt. Patrick R. Taycommunity committeemen:
Kentuckian — A Species That
not.
A • Murray Community• a person have at least a 2.0 lor 2553649, 2nd Marine DivisMust Be Preserved." Harper
of
out
3.00
average
in
suball
*
*
*
ion,
Fleet
Marine
Force,
Camp
chairman, Clovis Byerly, ReguStackhous
Hensley's Target Topics had the
e of Paducah, FDEA
jects
considere
be
to
for
d
memLejeune, N. C. 28542.
lar Member A. A. Doherty, First
rier where he was snagged by president, will preside.
The convention will be held
following which we are reprintPatrick enlisted in the USMC the line.
Alternate, Robert Steele, Sec- bership.
September 30, 9:00 a.m, at the.
ing for the benefit of all you
The Murray man has made in June 1969 after graduating
ond Alternate, Bryan Galloway.
Murray's six scores were well
Also scheduled to appear on
folks in the service business.
Stanley Chessor of New A.SCS Office and is open to the
B - Concord Community: W. the Dean's list every semester from Calloway County High distributed last night with Jim- the morning program is Dr.
public. At that time, delegates
You know, when folks howl be- Madrid, Mo., was returned
college.
in
He
also
is
an
outSchool. He completed his re- my Brendan running over two Harry M. Sparks,
here
f.
president of
— who are the just-elected * Kingins, chairman, Vice- fielder and pitcher on the Uncause of the price when you Thursday by Deputy
cruit training at Parris Island, from the 5 and 2 respectively, Murray State. The
Sheriff
Murray
did some simple thing to get Calton Morgan on a charge
ASC community committeemen
ion Bulldog baseball squad. He S. C., and his advance infantry Tripp
of
Williams moved over on State University band ane
things going again. Here goes. forgery, according to
— will choose a member to the
(raetInued on Page Eight)
is one of several returning let- training at Camp Lejeune, N. C. a pass
Sheriff
from Johnny Williams, choir will provide the music
Fannie Stubblefield. He waived County Committee for three
iermen.
He is presently assigned as a Porter McCuiston covered the for the program.
An Important and expensive ma- extradition and is now
year terms. Incumbent county
in Cal81 MM Martarman at Camp Le- distance from his oven 28 on
Luncheons for different sectchine in a large factory 'sudden- loway County Jail.
jeune awaiting further orders. a punt return, Danny Carroll ions of the associatio
ly went out of order one day
n are
The Marine is now on a 20 moved in from the Fulton 30 planned at several sites,
and would not function. The
followday leave with his parents.
after taking in a pass from Por- ed by group conferences in the
machine was producing a parSeveral checks written by
Max J. Taylor graduated ter McCuistan, and John Ray. afternoon.
ticuler part needed for a large Chessor and Patricia English
from Calloway County High burn, on a wide-awake play,
Creason, a native of Benton,
order which was to be shipped are still thought to be out,
Ushod Prows 1 niers Wass] '
The Murray Fire Department School in June of 1964 and at- picked up a
Fulton fumble on has been writing' a daily colin a few days, and the peocluc- according to the sheriff and she'
was called out Friday morning tended the fall semester of the Fulton
34 to race in un- umn in the Courier-Journal
asks persons to bring them inthout nine o'clock to the resi- 1965 at Murray State Univer- touched.
Increasing cloudiness from
since 1963. Before that, he
(Continued on Page Eight) to her office.
dence at 804 Waldrop Drive, sity before enlisting in the U.S.
Murray did better in the ex- spent 20 years as a feature
the western section of Kentucky
Murray.
Navy
in
June
of
1966.
tra point department last night. writer for the Sunday Magazine
today and partly cloudy tonight
Firemen said grease had been
Taylor completed recruit tra- A Williams to Williams pass acand Sunday. A few showers and Mrs. Gracie Stroup was aA World War II Navy veter
left
on
the
stove
and
had
ining at Great Lakes Naval Sta- counted for two points, then rethundershowers and continued warded $2600.00 by a jury in
caught
fire. Damage was re- tion and was assigned to Quon- peated later
(Continued on Page Eight)
mild days and cool nights thr- Circuit Court on Thursday from
in the game for
ough Sunday.
the Prudential Life Insurance ported to the kitchen and to set Point, R. I., where he met another pair via the same meHigh temperatures will be in Company, according to the of- the floor of the utility room and married Miss Vivian Bou. thod. Kip Clopton made one
the mid 80s in the western sec- fice of Circuit Court Clerk, where the grease was thrown, chet of Woonsocket, R.I., on extra point kick good for a tofiremen said.
February 28, 1967. Their son, tal for the Tigers of five extra
tion to upper 70s in the east James H. Blalock.
Tommy, was born in Woonsoc- points Murray missed one kick,
Lows tonight mainly in the 50s
The judgment was made as
ket on December 1, 1968.
the result of a credit life infailed on an extra point pass
Mr. and Mrs. Max Taylor and and was stopped on one attempt
SIX CITED
Robert D. Voegili of 1612
surance policy on Mrs. Stroup's
son were residing at the U. S. to run the extra point.
Olive Street reported that the
deceased husband. Mr. Stroup
Six persons were cited by Naval Air Base, Cecil Field,
The Tigers first TD came a- rear window of his 1957 Chevhad answered the question on
the policy regarding any illness the Murray Police Department Florida, until Taylor was as- bout as a result of a recovered rolet two door hardtop had
with a "no, nothing wrong ex yesterday and last night. They signed to sea duty aboard the fumble on the Fulton 15. John- been broken.
Voegili told the Murray Pocept arthritis, according to the were one for unnecessary noise, USS Ticonderoga in the Pacific ny Williams moved to the FulCircuit Court Clerk. However one for driving while intoxicat- Ocean area.
ton 10, then the 5 where 190 lice Department that the car
He, his wife, and son are now pound fullback Jimmy Brandon with a Fulton County license
ed and revoked license, two for
A one oar accident was re- the insurance company said
reckless driving, one for no visiting his parents at New Con- bulled through for the anare. was parked at the Hale's Trailported this morning at 1:15 at the doctors and his family knew operator's
license, and one for cord.
Clopton's kick was no good. This er Court when the vacialism
the intersection of the Highway he had cancer at the time, and public
Max's address is PO 2nd score came with 6:27 left in occurred.
drunkenness and disordsaid
the
answer
was
given
121 Bypass and U.S. Highway
Class Max J. Taylor, U. S. the first period.
erly conduct.
841 North, according to the re- wrong. The plaintiff said Mr.
Naval Base, Cecil Field, Fla.
The Tigers scored three
port filed by the investigating Stroup answered the question
BICYCLE FOUND
times in the second quarter, and
officers of the Murray Police in good faith as he did not
Fulton picked up one of their
Department. No injuries were know he had cancer at the
A girl's bicycle has been
two TD's.
time; therefore the jury awardreported.
found by the Murray Police DeWith
ed
9:40
left
the
the
in
half
and
judgment to the plainDaniel J. Downey of Catskill,
Murray on the Bulldog 32, John- partment and is now at the potiff, the Circuit Court Clerk's
N. Y., driving a 1965 Rambler
ny Williams planted a bomb iice headquarters in the City
office
two door hardtop owned by He
near the Fulton goal where Hall.
Wednesday the case of Murlen PavIcrich of Catskill, N. Y.,
Tripp
ray
Williams gathered it in
Water
District No 2 vs.
was going east on Highway 121,
to score. Murray had started
HOSPITAL PATIENT
failed to stop at the stop sign Bailey and Bertha Barnett in a
on their own 34 and McCuiston,
at 641 North and ran in the condemnation suit was heard
Johnny Williams, and Danny
Mrs. Dorothy Holland is a
bank east of the intersection, in Circuit Court.
Carroll moved the ball in se- patient in Room 311 of the
The jury awarded the Bar
according to the police report.
ven plays to the 32. The Wil- Western Baptist Hospital, PaDamage to the Rambler was netts$25.00 for a temporary
hams to Williams combination ducah, where she underwent
easement
and
$25.00
for
a
peron the fornt end.
worked again on the extra point surgery.
manent easement, according to
attempt.
the Circuit Court Clerk.
Later in the period Fulton
Court will be in session again
YOUTH TEEN CENTER
SAME NAME
kicked out to the Murray 40
on Monday, September 29,
and fleet footed Porter McCuisThe Youth Teen Center of
The J. D. Lassiter who was when the trial of Lett Waldrop
COMPUTER BEAUTY — Mrs. Jani• P•abhat Housdon,
ton promptly returned it to the the First United Methodist
Max
• senior at Murray State University, changes
fined in City Court this week vs.
Lee
Satterwhit
e,
a tape In the
Bullog 40. Williams and Bran- Church will be open tonight
is not the J. D. Lassiter who re- George Satterwhite, and James
University's new Computer Center. Mrs. Housden,
a native
don moved on down to the Bull (Saturday) from eight to eleven
• Murray, Is majoring In secretarial schanc• and
sides on the Hazel Road, Mur- Rudy Allbritten, regarding a
English.
dog 2 where Brandon slashed a- p.m. for all youth 13-19 year
personal injury case, will be
ray Route Four.
Max J. Taylor
Pvt. Patrick R. Taylor
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
cross for the score. The Wil- olds. Chaperons
heard.
. . . In Navy
will be Mr.
. . . In Marines
liams pass formtila worked a- and Mrs Charles
Rains.
Amazing what a good cleaning
will do for a typewriter. We
have typed on it all day and it
has not mispelled one word.

Vandalism Reported
On 1957 Chevrolet

Newly - elected Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation
community committeemen thr
oughout the county also have
been elected to another position. Chairman 011ie C. Hall of
the Calloway County ASC Cornmittee said the new ASC community committeemen also will
be delegates to the convention
which will fill vacancies on the
county ASC committee.

Cases Heard
WEATHER REPORT Here In
Circuit Court

-

First Reported At
Residence Friday

Stanley Chessor
Returned To Murray

No One Injured In
One Car Accident
Occurring Today
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Dailey
Jungleland
WASHINGTON Dan Worri
ed
Not
Is Set For
WINDOW About Show
Auction Block

Today is Saturday, Sept, 2'7,
the
270th day of 1969, with 95 to
Super,,,.,,
Pigsc in Preto.
11.
Jonny Quest
NCAA Fostbisll.
follow.
I
PoPeva Show
Auburn to.
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•
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phase and last quarter.
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.'t&& Football
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A -Star
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On this day in history:
N.Y.. 5 :30 Porter Wisooner CBS News
Btelthelmon Bldg. Detroit Mich.
boancy,
and
had
just kissed his
In 1825 in England, George
THOUSAND
OAKS, Calif.
SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Dan
Entered at the Peet Office, Murray. Kentucky, for transmiasion
Stephenson operated the first (UPI)-Would you buy a used wife for the third time (office Dailey sat on the set of his'- new
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30 Andy William Show Ti,. Jackie Gleason
spontaneously and twice for the
T
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television series more interestn Neel yeti Gem,
▪
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train,
That
I
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19 :00 Movie
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per
He
has been around movier
Jonnnv Cssh Sire
Petticoat Junction
U :9 "Shenandoah"
year, $5.50;
resisting heavy air raids and an top auctioneers, will find out the crowded room.
Zones 1 & 1, $13.00; Elsewhere $16.00. All service
and television long enough VIII;
131,e, C11'1 Shoe
Death Valley Days
:0 Movie
subscriptions $8.00. 9 .30
The
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artillery
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Oil A...111%71 P13.,
bombardment, the Oct. 8 when he puts on the
News; Wthr
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know there are few surprises
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ie :00 Movie; News
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l
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Integrity of its Newspaper"
dered to the Nazis.
Jungleland, including 14 lions, chairs and the people to accept ses, He is heavier than he was
Mov,e;
Perry Masan
"Yellow Sky"
Perry Maseru
11 :00
"Clew K..nvon"
30Mew*
In 1940 Germany, Italy and 10 tigers, 7 elephants, 2 hippos, congratulations on his selection a few years ago, his face
Movie:
Movie
.9 II Movie
Japan signed a 10-year mutual 7 two-hump camels and an as Senate Republican leader redder, his hair thinner.
:33 Movie
-Guns of Tot
Moyle
SATURDAY -- SEPTEMBER 27. 1969
aid pact, forming the axis array of 1,800 other birds and from the No. 1 Republican,
M,V•1
Timberlans'
powers in World War II against beasts all the way down to the President Nixon.
Sunday, September 28
While Dailey may not be
The call was friendly and
the allies.
skunk.
cynical, neither is he panting
Meet the Press
Bill Pace Show,
cordial
TBA
and
and
President
the
In
1961 Syria broke away
Jungleland Inc., for 43 years
121: AFL Football
-VTR
public
Et. Louis Cardinalsvs..
over
with
anxiety
from the United Arab Republic a zoo tourist attraction and the senator even mused about
NFL Football
show,
new
"Mil Oakland Rfklers
his
reception
of
Montreal Expos
In a revolt led by army trainer of animal movie stars how nice it might be in January
=se vs. Boston Patriots Baltimore at Minnesota
LEDGER & TIDIES FILE
"The Governor and J.J."
1971,
if
Republicans
the
gained
officers.
has gone into bankruptcy and
8011
Of the recent hubbub created
• 30
--its personnel will be sold at control of the Senate and Scott
Debbie Reynolds objecting
by
A thought for the day: auction to pay off the debtors. could be the majority rather
C . R. "Rob" Lee of Murray , age 90, died today at the home
90
to her cigaret sponsor, Dailey
than
the
Dudley Do-Right
minority
leader.
American cartoonist William
of his daughter, Mrs. Charlie Meadow of Chattanooga, Tenn. 3 40 Now York Jets vs.
Wershow said that if the top
groaned, "We have a cigarette
Strong Chances
Mauldin said, "Look into an bid for an ostrich is $1, that's
Award.Mov •
Gordon Crouch has accepted the chairmanship of the Calloway 4 1: .Se n Diego Chargers
The chances are strong that sponsor and I'd quit if we didn't
TBA
infantryman's eyes and you will what the bird will go for. He
County Campaign committee for John Robinson, Republican candcompany
tobacco
a
.. 90
Challen9e
••
tell how much war he has hopes to sell an animal a communications won't always have
idate for governor.
O 40
Stan Hitchcock Show
tab.
the
"
picking
tip
••
be
as
jolly
between
two.
the
seen."
Hoyt Roberts and Hiram Tucker, local realtors, attended the
minute during the auction.
x-6:30 p.m. Ch, 4 A shaggy Saint Bernard dog outwits a band
Kentucky Real Estate Commission Educational Seminar held at
While
an elephant could But acrimony will likely be
of jewel theives and retrieves the loot, DWAYNE HICKMAN igars.
"We get all our cigarets for
the Kentucky Hotel last week.
possibly be snapped up for a avoided. They are old pals who
Dateline Today
90
can (tiaagree and then disre- free this way. And I smoke
Land of
Lassie
The College High PTA will sponsor two Girl Scout and Brownie.
couple
of
bucks,
Wershow
will
EP 30
Wonderful World of
To Rome With Love
the Giants
about a pack a day."
Troops, according to Mrs. Frances Adams, PTA president. x-7:30 p.m.
have an animal price expert at gard the disagreement.
Ch. 4 Coach Kincaid is accused of prejudice against
The actor lighted a cigaret
his side to suggest just what a Scott, a 68-year-old remnant
short basketball players until he finds a "pee wee" with the
pachyderm is going for these of te days when the eastern and scowled in the direction of
world's longest hook shot.
money establishment controlled the set where stagehands were
days.
f
Disney
The FBI
Ed Sullivan Show
"Actually I don't know a the Republican party, is outspo- scurrying around preparing the
/ 3111
Bill Cosby Snow
thing about animals," Wershow ken and independent. And he scene. Dailey hasn't scurried in
Bonanza
Me
The Leslie U99ams Show Sunday Night
said.
"But it's a challenge, does not see eye-to-eye with years.
8.3.
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Movie
He is a veteran of 50 motion
There is a sort of blue book, as Nixon on everything.
x-9 p.m. Ch. 4 A poTice ch-fd and a district atErney work toBy RICK DU BROW
they use for used automobiles, For instance, it will be pictures, at least half of them
;ether to find a murderer and to locate stolen slum improvement
for animals so I have some impossible for Scott to lead the "B" epics made on the back lot
I
Deaths repoted are Mrs. Nathan Parker, age 54, and Mrs.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI).- Leslie guidance to what a bare-eyed Nixon administration's voting at MGM.
The Bold Ones
40
H. H. Young, age 87.
Uggams arrives in her own cockatoo is worth. But the law rights proposal. Scott and all
"I made two pictures in 15
9 :30
impassible
1111
A Food Handlers School will be held here soon, according
series on CBS-TV Sunday as the of supply and demand will liberals feel it would wealcen days before World War II,"
Eyewitness News
weekend Report
News
to Dr. J. A. Outland, local health doctor, and A. J. Colsoti, I0
regular replacement for the prevail and we are going to sell the 1965 Voting Rights Act.
o skew
Tom*
Mery Griffin Show
DOt.9 Dickey
Dailey said with little fondness
e
sanitary inspector of the Calloway County Health Department.
Smothers Brothers, who are every single animal
A
long-time, civil rights for the pasta!`ln_one of them,
MOWS
no
matter
_
The Murray Postofftce- will add an additional city carrier, 11
suing the network after being what price he brings."
champion, Scott 11 Also certain my-co-stars were Andy Devine
according to Harry Sledd, postmaster.
canceled.
The buyers will range from to oppose Nixon on any moves and Leo Carillo. The other was
Monday, September .29
Two weed control demOnstrations have been set for this week
to implement --tt -"southern a muttlesZ --co-Starring Donald
x-4:30. p.m. Ch.4 It's-BOYCE HAWKINS, all your favorite popular
And a prevteis-TCA
.
L_Sfaahibg public-zoos to Ed Sullivan-type strategy" or any
in Calloway County, according to word received today.
legislative O'Connor, Peggy Ryan and the
animal acts for show biz to'
and Country recording artists, and the band, coming your Way hour indicates that while
the
attempts to backpedal on the Andrews Sisters."
on 16th AVENUE SOUTH,
Uggams show has some con- little old ladies from Pasadena
many rights laws enacted in
Dailey shuddered and jerked
x-Paid advertisement,
temporary material, it will who might like to have a pigmy
the past several years.
his thumb at the door of his
_
definitely tread more softly goat of their own,
It is also probable that Scott dressing room. It read:
"I'm told one of the costliest
than the brothers' series did.
"I'm Number 3. I don't try at
Not that the Smothers were Items is the two-hump camel," would balk at administration an.
"
LEDGER a TIDIES FILE
really controversial-at least on Wershow said. "They may go moves to reduce outlays for socalled city programs such as
"You'd
go out of your mind if
for
$5,000
apiece.
Lions
and
their show. By any adult
are
big and the welfare, hunger and summer you took this business seriousstandards, their series was tigers
jobs for ghetto kids.
ly," he said. "Or maybe I'm so
positively innocuous. Woody orangutan is a gold mine."
Breaking all previous records for fall enrollment, 1,075 students
Congratulates Griffin
new to this weekly situation
Wershow
said
he
would
use
Allen's
recent CBS-TV special,
have registered at Murray State College, officials said.
A few hours after calling comedy idea that I don't know
wireless microphones to get
for
instance,
A.
Thomas
was
72,
far
West,
age
Amanda
more
Mrs.
racy
are
reported
Deaths
Scott, the President was on the enough to get excited.
bids from the audience.
and biting,
Elkins, age 88, Ervin B. Jones, age 74, and Ed Kirk, age 50.
line again to Sen. Robert
"I'm doing the show because
"I
used
to
have
a
bidder
who
Dewey Ragsdale, Keen Johnson's campaign manager for the
Griffin of Michigan to congratu- they aren't making as many _
would
scratch
when
he
wanted
fall election, announced today the appointment of Ira Fox as
Some industryites, in fact, to
raise the price," he said, late him for his selection as movies as they used to. They
assistant campaign manager for the election.
are wondering whether CBS-TV
"But
in this case it would assistant Republican leader in wouldn't want me in the kind of
celebration
his
of
Elmer Wilkinson was honored at a dinner in
was subtly
expressing its probably be impractical."
the Senate.
By Mrs. W. P. WILLIAMS
pictures
they
make today
personal feelings about the
60th birthday on September 20.
Griffin didn't kiss his wife anyhow because I don't look
Mr, and Mrs. Lee Warren Fox are the parents of a daughter,
brothers by letting Allen get
(she was there) and was so good in the nude.
It is time to begin thinking done so, as I forget which one of away with as much as he did.
Joretta, born September 25 at the Clinic-Hospital.
excited by his election he could
"Fifteen or 20 years ago I
about bringing potted plants the iris is the dark one that I
At any rate, Sunday's Ug.
do little more than mumble his had a good build and I might
Indoors, as it will not be too long want.
gams variety show is a mixed
thanks to the Chief Executive. have been a nude star. But not
before there is a touch of frost.
So "NOW" is an important blessing. The star herself is a
Griffin had the backing of the today."
_
If your plants have been out in word in gardening and one that is tine performer-good singer,
Senate's liberal Republicans in
In the new CBS series Dailey
the yard it might be wise to set too often put aside. Like so many dancer and comedienne. And
the showdown vote for whip plays Gov, William Drinicwater.
them in a more sheltered place others tasks, if it is done at the she has a warm and lovely
against Sen. Howard Baker of The J.J. of the title is his teenand in a week or so bring them in proper time, it is much easier and presence.
NEW YORK (UPI)- A reces- Tennessee, but he is considered aged daughter. The
show is
the house before heat is turned more satisfactory.
Impressionist David Frye is a sion lies directly ahead and it more of a middle-reader than predicated on
laughs gleaned
What is man, that thou art mindful of him? or the son of on. Let them gradually become Don't forget to go after those guest, and his impersonations will
persist into the second half Scott,
from the generation gap.
man, that thou visitest him? - Hebrews 2:6.
accustomed to a different at- weeds before they go to seed. One of political figures are by now of 1970, according
Griffin probably has fewer
to Wright
"I can't tell if the show will
Because man is a child of God, each man must be treated with mosphere from the out-doors, plant chopped down now will repetitious to video
audiences. Investors' Service. The firm reservations about Nixon poli- be a hit or a miss," he said
respect and dignity.
they will need more moisture as keep away several dozen that A musical group called Sly
and sees a sharp upswing beginning cies than Scott although he without enthusiasm. "I'm no
homes are usually drier. Soak would have to be chopped down the Family Stone is no more late in 1970
and continuing with certainly would also balk at any judge. Some shows that have
them thoroughly and then wait next spring. And please do save distinguished than any number only minor
interruptions during southern strategy.
been on the air for five years
until the top soil is dry before these leaves that are going to be of other pop record stars.
And the next few years,
I'd have said wouldn't last five
watering again.
coming down, in fact some, like young Marc Copage of the
LASHING LADY
--minutes.
It is better not to expose them the poplars, are already begin- "Julia" series is no particular
Glore Forgan, Wm, R. Staats TOKYO (UPI)- Typhoon El"But then I don't spend much
which would save them a lot of to the direct sun, especially
until ning to shed a few. We can use plus.
Inc. finds oddlot transactions sie lashed Okinawa with 118 time watching television.
paperwork.
I live
after a few weeks in the house. them for mulch this winter, and
Dick Van Dyke is also an "have swung clearly to the sell mile per hour winds today and
Nelson did- and received $50 Some plants should never have
at Malibu and I'd -rather look at
next
Uggams
spring
guest.
the
And
the
compost will be
Japan Meteorological Agen- the ocean,"
though an side" and also notes that the
in "expenses" from the bank. direct sun, but plenty of
light. ideal to put around the roots of early, allegedly "cute" song he New
York Stock Exchange cy said the storm may turn
"The °tie thing they didn't do Don't over feed
Dailey wasn't asked if he
them during the any acid loving plants. Really it does with her is strictly short interest ratio is at its toward China and miss the
was offer me a job," Nelson winter as usually
would look at his show also.
NEW YORK (UPI)- William
growth is can be used, when fully nowhere, he does contribute the highest level in more than a islands of Japan.
Nelson, 26, went job hunting added.
slowed down.
decomposed, around any shrub, hour's highlight: an impression year, The number of stocks
with $1 million in his pocket.
Remember that any changes as it simply replaces in the
soil of how a not-too-brilliant Abe which appear to have seen their
Nelson, leaving his current
you want to make in the flower the element that is taken
out by Lincoln might have composed bear market lows is increasing
job and looking for a new one
garden should be made now so that the plant.
the Gettysburg Address on a rapidly and the market seems
while on vacation, found a
plants may have time to set their
train with the accidental aid of technically capable of mounting
check in the street a couple of
rots and put out new ones before
passersby.
a rally, the firm says.
days ago. He didn't pay much
the weather turns too cold. And Urban
From Doris Day to Leslie
project
attention to it until he got home
NEW YORK UPI - The Bowa- while we can take a look at our
Uggams, CBS-TV seems to run
Prospects for heavy tax-loss
that night and then found it was ter Paper Corp. announced Wed- yards while they are green and
CULL NIBIA, Mo. (UPI) - its stars through a ringer so selling this fall and for a 10 to
for $1,000,000.00- drawn by the nesday it would increase its ne- flowers blooming is the best time
they all have determinedly 15 per cent drop in pre-tax
American Bank & Trust Co., to wsprint prices to $152 a ton eff- to make changes. How many The University of Missouri is
down-borne
approach, natural corporate profits over the next
engaged
in a unique project in an
the order of the French ective Jan. 1, Most competitors times I have intended to move
attempt to delve deeper into the or not. But one segment of the two or three quarters are likely
American Banking Corp. at the took a "we are studying it" stan- some of the things in the
Uggams series sure to catch to hold the stock market to a
yard and
request of the Swiss Israel ce.
have waited too long and then troubles of urban areas. The four attention is called "Sugar Hill," base-building
phase for a while,
Trade Bank of London, for the
forget which color goes where. I campuses of the State University a weekly comedy episode about Goodbody & Co.
6:00 p.m.
says. However,
initiated
the
Urban
account of British di French
Problem
If the other major competi- have intended for several years
Solv- a Negro family.
if September economic statising
Program,
Bank, Ltd. London.
utilizing faculty, This segment,
tors follow Bowater, it would
judging by the tics confirm the suggestion
He and his 23-year-old wife mark the third general increase to put a dark purple iris under a staff and students from all secapener, is hardly likely to set made by the August figures
decided it would be a waste of In two years. Prices were raised yellow shrub and have not yet tions of the state.
any new records for realism. that fiscal and monetary curbs
time trying to cash such a $3 across the board in 1967. EarBut the idea of a mini-situation are beginning to take effect,
complex item. Wednesday, Nel- lier this year, prices were upped
eomedy each week about such
there could be some easing in
son brought the check to the again with the East paying $1
family has appeal, and the first money rates and supply that
New York Daily News, who put a ton less.
one had the feel of a tryout for would favorably influence stock
him in touch with the American
a spinoff of a series of its own. prices, the firm adds.
Bank & Trust Co.
I wonder, though, whether
Certain areas of independent
The bank said they already
Bowater eliminated • the diffvideo's overall, determinedly strength are showing up within
had put a hold order on the erential Wednesday by hiking prThey had to keep
cute self-consciousness of black the framework of the general
check but would appreciate it if ices $5 in the East and $4 in the
their hands off Girls
performers kidding themselves market, which now seems to be
he would bring the check back, other markets.
to keep the Army's
about their blackness- in the consolidating
gradually
and
hands off tIseml
bourgeois way that network forming a valid and quite
liberals might smilingly ap- necessary base, according to
prove-is getting to be as Hayden, Stone Inc.
1.. flirrilrurrld tn.,.
cloying to you as it is to me.
No one can make brotherhood
more of a bore than profession- WORKERS BOUNCE BACK
al liberals can. Soul brothers
wr#1
they ain't.
ACCRA, Ghana (UPI)-Some
Well, anyway, CBS-TV has 2,000 employes returned to
their
so previewed for critics a new jobs at the Firestone Rubber
Is lie?Y"'Or isn't he?
situation comedy that debuts Co. plant here today,
ending a
unday: "To
Rome, With 40-day
walkout for
V.
better
Love." It stars John Forsythe working conditions.
nIE g/f
DECBt
letS
an American professor in
eserael Owe,cow
lJ COt WOLIN LARRY c.v., Bot4,411.F. IL% Dly
The
strike
ended
Thursday
Rome.
He
is
a
widower
with
WE WII.I. BE OPEN from
ree daughters. You say that following a warning from the
11 till Ii and 1 till
st part sounds familiar"' How company it would fire any
can you say that? You must be employe who was not back on
Published as a public service ,by this newspaper.
the job toda‘.
getting cynical.
:00 Laredo
30 Laredo
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)ailey
7orried
t Show
UK Defenses
To Be Tested
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y, And I smoke
a day."
lighted a cigaret
the direction of
stagehands were
und preparing the
hasn't scurried in
an of 50 motion
east half of them
de on the back lot
o pictures in 15
World War II,"
th little fondness
"In one of them,_
i Andy Devine
o. The other vras
-1d
Stift* 1Dona
gy Ryan and the
red and jerked
the door of his
• It read:
r 3. I don't try at
ut of your mind if
business serious'Or maybe I'm so
weekly situation
t I don't know
excited.
the show because
aking as many )
y used to. They •
e in the kind of
make today
e I don't look
de.
20 years ago I
ild and I might
de star. But not

n't spend much
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'd -rather look at
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show also.

By BOB WESTON
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Len
Dawson
Quarterback
KC
Major
League Is Out For At Least Six Games

Cincinnati Bengals, a young.,
By JEAN JEANSONNE
In other NFL action, Atlanta
team with possibly the rookie or
UPI Sports Writer
(1-0) is at Los Angeles (1-0),
the year in quarterback Greg,',
In the harshly competitiv Washington (1-0) at Cleveland
world of professional football 1-0), Dallas (1-0) at New
Kansas City quarterba.ck Len Cook.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Cook set a club record with'-:
there is no time to lick yo Orleans (0-1), San Francisco(0undergo
will
not
Dawson
BAITING (390 at bets.)--Carew.
327
yards passing on
Robinson,
Minn.,
.222;
F
.333;
Reese,
wounds.
at
(1-0)
1) VS, Green Bay
surgery for the torn ligament in
.313; R.Smith, Bost., .310; 011ve,
Each week offers a different Milwaukee, New York (1-0) at Salt.,
Minn., .310.
his knee, but he will miss at completions as he led the
challenge, and it isn't wise trl Detroit (0-1), Pittsburgh (1-0)
RUNS—RJackson, oak., 119; F.Howard, least six games, and the Chiefs Bengals to a 34-20 upset of the
Philadelphia over Pittsburgh look
F.Robinson, Salt., 107;
Wash., 106;
and
back on last week'S at
(0-1)
Philadelphia
without Dawson are like Jackie San Diego Chargers last week.
Killebrew, Minn., 104; Blair, 5-sit.. 102.
-Pete Rozelle can tell you problems. Both the Mintiest)
In other
games Sunda},
St. Louis(0-1).
RUNS BATTED IN—Killebrew, Minn., Gleason on a 12th-story ledge.
at
Chicago
(0-1)
about any given Sunday.
Powell, Balt., 119; R.Jackson, Oak.,
Oakland will be at Boston,
Vikings and the Baltimore ColtS The Falcons surprised San 137;
liable
to
lose
their
They
are
Yastrzemski,
114; F Howard, Wash , 109
Detroit over New York- Alex are aware of this fact, but it IS
Miami at Houston, New York at
24-12, last weekend Boil, 1011.
balance.
Webster discovers a few things the mark of a champion to eye Francisco,
Clarke, N.Y.,
HITS—Olive, MinnSan Diego and Denver at
attack
ground
With
and
top
had
the
Dawson
starting
their
Wash
Howard,
175;
F
1711; Blair, Bail,.
he suspected all along.
only the present.
of opening day, 229 yards. But 171; T.Horton, Cleve., 1611.
first two games, the Chiefs Buffalo.
Baltimore over MinnesotaDOUBLES--Oliva, Minn., 3$; R Jackson,
The three survivors who have
The Vikings and the Colts, against the Rams they'll be Oak.,
13; 0. mice. Balt., 33; Buford, gained 668 yards total offenseSuddenly this becomes the BIG pre-season
played in every AFL league
favorites to win faced with running against one Bait., 32; Blair, Bait., 31.
369
299
on
the
via
passes
and
games of the season for the their
.TRIPLES—R.Smith, Bost., 7; Clarke,
game since its birth in 1960respective divisions in the of the top rushing defenses in N.Y.,
7; Unser, Wash., 6; Freposi, Calif.. ground. They passed for 19 first
Colts.
National Football League, meet the league, and Los Angeles is 6; Piniella, K.C., 6; D.Green, Oak., 6; downs and ran for 17. They Oakland's George Blanda and
Los Angeles over Atlanta- Sunday
at Minnesota and both a 16-point choice to stop them. Hagan, SOs., 6, — F Howard, Wash., 47; scored 24 points passing and 18 Jim Otto and Boston's Gino
HOME RUNS
Much closer than generally are
Cappelletti- will meet in Bosanxious to find out if they The Redskins, who won their R.Jackson, Oak., 47; Killebrew, Mon., 47; running (plus 16 kicking).
figured though.
Yastrzernski„
Bost., 39; Petrocelii, Bost.
ton,
and the way the patriots
are made of champioaship oPeaer for coach Vince Lom- 39.
Now take that load off
Dallas over New Orleans- caliber. Both lost their openera
have been playing this season,
snap a
to
seeking
NATIONAL LEAGUE
bardi,
will
be
Dawson,
the
AFL's
leading
That Dallas defense must have
BATTING 1390 at bats)—C.Jones, N.Y.,
last weekend and really can't 10-game
winning 343;
Cleveland
passer last season, and put it Cappelletti would be excused if
Rose, Cin., .343; Clemente, Pitt.
a grudge against somebody.
afford another loss so soon.
which .315; M.Atou. Pitt., .332; McCovey, S.F. on Jacky Lee, the 10-year he could survive no more.
series
streak
in
their
Chicago over St. LOUIS—
.336.
Boston lost 31-0 to Kansas
The Vikings, who lost to the
substitute, and Lee is Liable to
RUNS—Rose, Cm., 116; Bonds, SI.F.
stands 29-54 in favor of the
Bears usually manage to win Giants
City last week and has scored
116; Wynn, Ho,,,;.. 112; Kissinger. Chic,
24-23 in the final minute,
lose
his
balance,
too
without
a
running 107; Tolan, Cln., 102,
Cleveland
one just when it begins to look
Browns.
were really banged up in New
RUNS BATTED IN—McCovey, S F.
defender laying a hand on him, only seven points in two games,
back Leroy Kelly, who suffered 123;
like a long season.
Santo, Chic., 121; Perez, C.n , 115
York and have three key men a
Nevertheless, the Chiefs will while opponents have scored 66.
pulled hamstring against the L.May, Cin., 107; Banks, ChIc.. 102.
The AFL
Denver found a new hero in
who will not be at full strength
HITS—M.Alou, Pitt., 222; Rose, Cin
carry
on Sunday against the
Eagles last weekend, is listed 206; Brock, St.L., 191; Tolen, Cin., 189,
I believe,
backup
quarterback Pete Liske
for Sunday's game. Tackle
as a possible starter, but the B.Williams, Chic., 164.
I believe Paul Brown has the Doug
311;
against the Jets last week, but
DOUBLES — Kessin ge r,
Davis suffered a twisted
nucleus of a better ball club in knee, guard Bookie Bolin got Browns won't be hurting if M.Aiou, Pitt., 311; B.WIlliams, Chic., 33;
flashy Floyd Little bruised his
Brock, SI,L., 33; Flood, St.L., 31; Rose,
Kelly can't start. Rookie Ron Cl,.,
the Cincinnati Bengals than
31.
shoulder during the game and.
leg cramps and receiver Gene
TRIPLES—Clemente, Pitt., 11; Ross,
even the Kansas City Chiefs
Johnson impressed with 118
MAGIC-TRI
is questionable Sunday. Little's
Washington received a hyper11; Brock, St.L., 10; B.WIlliarns,
yards in 17 carries and second- CM.,
have been led to believe. And I
BOWLING LEAGUE
Chic., 10; Toles, CM., 10.
stand-in will be Frank Quayle
extended knee.
S.F.,
44;
McCovey,
HOME
RUNS
—
year
filled
man
Morrison
Reece
believe the Bengals will make it
Woisk of 9-23-69
a rookie from Virginia, and
On top of that, the Vikings In
MAaron, Atl., 43; L_Msy, Cm., 37; Perez,
admirably for Kelly with 45 Gin., 34; WYnn, ININIst.; 32; R.Allen, Phil., Team Standings:
three in a row Sunday • by were really shocked by the
W. L. that could be enough to give the
yards in 16 attempts, The 32,
Carroll Volkswagen 13
beating a Kansas City club Giants
3 edge to O.J. Simpson, James
comeback and must try
Browns are a six-point choice.
Johnson* Gro.
minus Len Dawson.
13
3
to regain their composure for
Harris and the Bills,
Craig Morton is expected to Daddy of 'em all
Owens Food Mkt.
New York over San Diego12
4
the Colts. Coach Bud Grant
Dolphin coach George Wilson
Kitchen
return at quarterback for the
11
John Hadl has arm trouble.
Country
5
realizes that this is an
PHILADELPHIA (UPI)-Al- Town & Country
described last week's 20-17 loss
Oakland over Boston- Clive important challenge to the Cowboys against the Saints,
to Oakland as "the best game
Dress Shop
even though substitute Roger most every harness horse racing
8
8
Rush still working on problems. team,
we've ever played," which
9
Staubach performed well in a in the United States today traces Ezell's Beauty School 7
Miami over Houston-George
"We were disappointed at
means Miami will again be a
9
Wilson has Dolphins believing losing to the Giants. In those 24-3 victory over New Orleans, its ancestry back to Messenger, Miller Funeral Home 7
solid
underdog against Houston.
according
to
English
stallion,
an
Bank
of
Murray
5
11
a
Morton,
had
who
has
In themselves and anytime that final moments it appeared that
San Diego tackle Ron Mix has
.
4 12
happens, you can get ready for they wanted the game more dislocated right index finger, the U.S. Trotting Association. Jeetre Reetatinant
been sidelined by an injured
Messenger, considered the
an upset.
High Team Series 14c
than we did. However, -lee was the only ailing member of greatest horse ever imported to
calf
and running bak Gene
the
expected
and
his
Grocery
Cowboys
Buffalo "Otirr-Denver-Froyd certainly have no time to lick
Johnson's
Foster-its
doubtful because of an
America,
-was
-brought
2774
pointpresence makes
Little hurt his shoulder against our wounds,-"
t°r64-11arroll Volkswagen
Z8i
Grant said.England in 1797. The pacing Country Kitchen
2744 Injured ankle as the Chargers
the Jets. O.J. Simpson is
Dallas
a
13.
"There is no team in football
seek their first win against a
unveiled al-classic atitoomvett Raceway in
Green Bay, will
• High Team Game 14C
getting more and more adjust- with better personnel than the
team
which beat them twice
named
for
is
New
York
985
Volkswagen
solid defense against Chicago
Carr.
ed.
Baltimore Colts. We discovered
953 last year-the Jets.
Johnson's Grocery
last weekend, is a nine-point Messenger.
The Colleges
that first-hand last December
* * *
933 John Nadi's sore elbow has
Country Kitchen
Notre Dame takes on Purdue In the western title game. We choice over San Francisco;
kept him from throwing a
HC
Games
3
Ind.
High
Saturday and the Boilermakers face an important week- just Detroit, entertaining the Giants First choice
621 touchdown pass in two games,
Lavaughn Latimer
are one-point favorites, mean- as all of them are- because we at home for the first time since
Hadl
has
pronounced •
604 but
LOS ANGELES (UPI)-The Laverne Ryan
ing the Irish are underdogs for must regroup and prepare to 1964, is a three-point choice;
himself
ready,
as
Jets
quarter- 603
Parks
Marilyn
Ram's
first
draft
Los
Angeles
three-point
Philadelphia
is
a
only the second time in Ara play a great football team. And
back Joe Namath, for Sunday's
High Ind. Gams HC
c
pihcikcago
ov
.er Pittsburgh and St, choice was in 1946 and the
Parseghian's six-year reign.
the Colts are just as disappoint228 game. Namath suffered chest
is
by one over selection was Emil `•;itko. a Notre Lavaugtm Latimer
One of the reasons Purdue is ed as we are after their Louisfavored
227 bruises in last week's loss to
Myers
Geraldine
Dame
halfback.
favored is because it'll be opening loss to the Rams. At
217 Denver.
Laverne Ryan
playing
at
home. Another New York we didn't finish off
217
Bobbie Garrison
The best percentage in favor
reason, of course, is big Mike the scoring opportunities that
High Ind, 3 Games Scratch
of
the Chargers is the fact that
Phipps.
513 Western Division teams have
presented themselves. Against
Marilyn Parks
"Nobody in the country has a a team of Baltimore's ability
500 not lost to an Eastern Division
Bobbie Garrison
better passing arm than he we can't afford to do that
469 team in six games this year.
Jean Chancey
has," says his coach, Jack again," Grant concluded.
High Ind. Game Scratch
Mollenkopf. "He sets up quickly
189
Bobbie Garrison
The Colts, who lost to the
and I think he'll be able to pass Rams 27-20 last Sunday, are not
185
Ohio State, the national Marilyn Parks
VERIGAN
By
WILLIAM
against anyone."
174
champion last season, opens its LaVaughn Latimer
in as bad shape physically as
UPI Sports Writer
Chancey
174
Jean
Texas
Christian,
against
season
Vikings.
suffered
no
So do I so I'm going with the
They,
Splits Converted
hosts
Injuries and guard Dan Sullivan
Purdue.
It must have seemed like a No. 2 Penn State
5-7
Melody Swift
In some of the other key and running back Jerry Hill are passing fad to those staid Colorado, third-ranked Texas
3-10
Betty Dixon
Conference
Southwest
meets
Sunday's
expected
back
for
contests, I like Ohio State over
°Rimers who gathered around
5-7
Mary Harris
Texas Christian, Florida over game. Sullivan was out last the pasture a hundred years rival Texas Tech, Arkansas Debbie Boyd
7-8
Mississippi State, Penn State weekend with a pulled ham- ago to watch a bunch of crazy (No. 4) faces Tulsa, Southern Carol Hill
5-7
5) meets
over Colorado, Texas over string muscle and Hill has college kids battering each California (No.
5-6-10
Jean Moore
Oklahoma
(No.
Northwestern,
Texas Tech and Stanford over apparently recovered from knee other with a tall.
2-7
Bobbie Garrison
surgery. Baltimore is a twoRutgers and Princeton were 6) goes against Pittsburgh,
Top Ten Avereges
Oregon.
point choice.
By sections:
163
running the only game in town Georgia (No, 7) meets Clem- Betty Dixon
East- Boston College over
159
in New Brunswick, N.J., on that son, Notre Dame (No. 8) takes Marilyn Parks
Navy, Rutgers over Princeton,
144
afternoon, Nov. 6, 1869. In fact, on Purdue, UCLA (No. 9) faces Jean Chancey
Holy Cross over Harvard,
139
it was the only football game in Wisconsin and Florida (No. 10) Wanda Nance
plays Mississippi State.
Betty Darnell
136
Pennsylvania over Bucknell,
the world.
__ 135
Dartmouth over New HampBut when the teams get That's where the action is Sandra Thompson
133
shire, Temple over William and
the now with Rutgers and Prince- liaverne Ryan celebrate
to
DETROIT (UPI)-Joe Louis, together
130
Mary, Brown over
Rhode the "Brown Bomber" who held centennial of that first game, it ton passed by. Few college Emma Adams
130
Island, Buffalo over Massa- the world heavyweight boxing will only point out what a rivalries are as lopsided as the Nancy Rogers
129
U. over championship for almost 12 difference that 100 years has one between the two schools Judy Mason
chusetts,
Boston
129
since Rutgers scored a 64 LaVaughn Latimer
Vermont, Yale over Connecticut years, cannot stay away from made in the game.
Faye Forbus
127
and Columbia over Lafayette.
On the first afternoon, 50 men triumph in the first game, The
the sport he loves.
with
50
stands
now
series
Midwest - Michigan State
Within hours after checking trotted onto the field to do
over SMU, Michigan over out of a Detroit hospital battle. Their only uniforms victories for Princeton and nine
KENTUCKY LAKE
BOWLING LEAGUE
Washington, Oklahoma over Thursday where his ,doctor said were some scarlet stocking for Rutgers. One of Rutgers'
lit place
trophy
Wool( of 9-22-69
Pittsburgh, Indiana over Cali- he was being treated for an caps worn by the Rutgers rare victories came last year,
W. L.
fornia, UCLA over Wisconsin, "emotional and mental let- players, and the only cheers 20-14, and after its 44-22 Timm Standings:
10
2
Missouri over Mine% Kansas dawn," Louis, now 56, flew to were from the handful of people triumph over Lafayette last Country Kitchen
9
be
a
Bank
of
Murray
3
Rutgers
will
weekend,
over Syracuse, Texas A&M Wichita Falls, Tex., to referee who
high
with
came out
2nd place
Mutual of Omaha
9
3
over Nebraska, Ohio U. over a boxing match that night.
that somebody slight favorite.
expectations
trophy
T. V. Service Center 8
4
Minnesota, Washington State
killed.
Now
get
it's
might
just
But there was some confusion
place
3rd
Murray
Moose
7
5
over Iowa, Miami, 0., over over the ailment that kept colorful uniforms complete with From Brooklyn
trophy
Martin
Oil
6
6
Diego
San
to
Western Michigan, Iowa State
Louis in two Detroit hospitals plastic armor, marching bands,
Colonial Bread
6
6
over Brigham Young, Bowling for
computerized game plans and
GO, Calif. (UPI)- Mo-Go Oil
SA1N
seven days.
6
6
WIN A TROPHY AND
Green over Dayton and Kent
advance
of
well
in
laid
out
rules
U. "Buzzie- Bevasi, the first Lindsey's
Dr. Robert C. Bennett, his
5
7
COMPETE AT NFL GAMES
State over Xavier.
general manager of the San Diego Williams Super See-v. 4
longtime friend and personal the kickoff.
8
South- Army over Vanderbilt, physician, had said a team of
And if the whole thing hadn't Padres, became vice president Murray Mobile Homes 3
Yes, the best things in life are
5
Tennessee over Auburn, Florida
Rutgers and and general manager of the ROTC
with
free! Just bring your mom, dad or
Henry Ford started
physicians at
2 10
State over Miami, Georgia over Hospital were conducting psy- Princeton,
their game today Brooklyn Dodgers in 1951 and Carrier Corp.
legal guardian with you to our
1
3
Clemson, Mississippi over Ken- chiatrist
hardly
be noti- served in that capacity with the
dealership and sign up for Punt,
Ind. 3 Games SC
and neurological tests would
tucky, Baylor over Georgia to determine the cause of the ced.
It might get passing Dodgers until his resignation in J. Neal
584 Pass & Kick, There's nothing to
Tech, South Carolina over "mental
mention in the newspapers, but 1968.
V. Riley
582 buy and you may end up a trophy
letdown."
North Carolina, Alabama over
winner:
care
would
one
certainly
no
P.
Buchanan
561
what's
don't know
"We
Southern Mississippi, Duke over causing the problem...an old about seeing it on television.
We are awarding a 1st, 2nd and
Ind, 3 Gam's HC
Dallas first had a professional F. Pogue
Virginia, Virginia Tech over
There are more important
636 3rd place trophy for each age
head injury or what," Bennett
football team in 1960.
Wake Forest, Richmond over
H. Coy
632 group,18 local trophies in all. You
said. "We know be took a lot of games these days.
VW, North Carolina State over licks in the head and that sort
V. Riley
630 compete only against boys your
own age. And, if you're lucky, you
Maryland, Tulane over West
Ind.
Single
Gems
SC
of thing when he was fighting."
J. Neal
Virginia and Memphis State
235 can §o on to more advanced
In Oklahoma City, where
V. Riley
226 competitions. Imagine your parover North Texas State.
Louis and his wife, Martha,
P Buchanan
225 ents watching you compete at
Southwest- LSIJ over Rice, stopped off before the former
NFL games. You may even beInd. Single Gems HC
Oregon State over Arizona champ continued on for his
come a National Finalist. and go
P.
Buchanan
243
State, Arkansas over Tulsa, refereeing job, Mrs. Louis said
to the NFL Play-Off game in
V. Riley
242 Miami, Florida, and tour Cape
Arizona over Kansas State, her husband had been hospitaH. Coy
240
Houston over Oklahoma State lized for a "physical examinaKennedy and the Air Space
Team Single Game SC
and the University of Texas at tion" rather than any mental
Museum.
T.
V.
Service
Center
951
El Paso over New Mexico.
When you register you also get
problem.
Team
Single Game NC
Far West-Southern Califora free Tips Book which is loaded
Officials at Ford Hospital
T.
V.
Service
Center
1040
Air
nia over Northwestern,
with stories and tips on punting,
would only say Louis was
Bank of Murray
1040
Force over Wyoming, Utah discharged
passing and kicking by top NFL
and
would
not
Timm
3
Games
SC
over San Jose State, Wichita comment
stars.
whether
he waw
Bank of Murray
2652
State over Colorado State and discharged
by
Bennett or
HURRY! HURRY! HURRY!
Teem 3 Gam* HC
Pacific over Utah State,
simply signed himself out of the
Bank of Murray __
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hospital as he did in June after
Top Ton Averagsis
collapsing on a New York
J. Neal
193
Distinction
street.
P. Ragsdale
176
NEW YORK (UPI)-Ted WillIn June, Louis was described
H. Coy
176
iams and Rogers Hornsty are as appearing very tired and he
H. Chancey
176
the only players in American blamed "physical fatigue" for
J. Bucy
176
League history to. produce...4mo the collapse. He was kept at
L Dixon
rr
triple crown seasons, winning Beekman Downtown Hospital
Ages
173
MET FELLOWS WELL..*11.10--m-The Mets' Tug McGraw, Ron
the coveted batting, hom# runs for 31 hours, signed himself out
—4-.4-'701 Main Street
T. C. 1-fargrov▪ e
172
Swoboda and Bud Ifdrrelson held up the "magic number"
.5
and batted in titles on two and flew to Detroit where
V. Riley
171
they needed to win the National League's- Eastern Division
°cessions.
G. Hodge
170
--title in dressing room In New York after downing St. Louis.
Bennett cared for him.
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By United Press International

ey may not be
er is he panting
public
over
y
his new show,
r and J.J."
t hubbub created
eynolds objecting
sponsor, Dailey
have a cigarette
d quit if we didn't
company
bacco
tab.

BS series Dailey
iam Drinkvrater.
title is his teenThe show is
laughs gleaned
tion gap.
if the show will
miss," he said
iasm. "I'm no
hows that have
✓ for five years
uldn't last five
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Vikings And oils Meet In
This Sunday
Top NFL

INON SCOTT
od Correspondent
D (UPI) - Dan
the set of his-new
lea more interestthe rehearsal.
around moviin
▪ long enough
e few surprises
pleasant surprivier than he was
S ago, his face
thinner.
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Sports Parade
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer

NEW YORK (UPI)- Ls the
LOUISVILLE, Ky. UPI - Whi- Pack back?
le John Ray was establishing a Phil Bengston, the one who'll
reputation as a defensive genius be the first to know, is cautious
at Notre Dame the general feel- by nature. He doesn't get
ing was there would be men on himself worked up too easily
the moon before one of his foot- and speaking of Green Bay's
ball teams gave up 50 points. impressive 17-0 opening win
Well, man has indeed reached over Chicago he merely says,
the moon and now a John Ray- "One game doesn't make a
coached team has yielded 8 poin- season."
ts in one game - the 58 his
Milty Picks Packers
Kentucky Wildcats gave up to
From another coach that
Indiana in that "track meet" wouldn't mean much. From
at Lexington last Saturday.
Phil Bengston it's tantamount
And now the word is out at to him going up and filling in
Lexington that there'll be men for the head Green Bay cheer
on the sun before another Ray- leader.
coached eleven allows 58 points. The Packers could be a bit
So determined is the new Ken- overconfident against San Frantucky coach to erase this fresh cisco at Milwaukee Sunday but
tarnish on his reputation.
I look for them to beat the
Ray's defenses will be sorely Forty Niners, maybe by as
tested again Saturday night at little as a field goal, and maybe
Stoll Field. When an explosive after even coming from behind.
Ole Miss team, loaded with vet- Here's the way I see the
eran talent, invades.
other NFL games:
In Mississippi's Archie Man- Washington over Clevelandning, Kentucky will be facing Sonny Jurgeasen is acclimating
a quarterback at least the equal himself more and more to the
of Indiana's Harry Gonso, acc- Lombardy
besides
system;
ording to the scouts.
Leroy Kelly has hamstring
Gonso, the key man in Indiana's trouble.
go-go attack, accounted for four
touchdowns, running and passing, against Kentucky.
"Manning is a tremendous football player," saves Ole Miss
Coach John Vaught, who makes
no bones about his belief lathe
Rebels' destiny to wind up as
Southeastern Conference champions.
Ballot Pleas International
"We honestly think we'll win
it," he proclaimed before the
Roane Team Listed First
season opened. Mississippi's 28a-Denotes Night Game
3 romp over Memphis State last
Saturday certainly did not change
his mind.
Ole Miss was ranked No. 13
in the nation in this week's UPI
SATURDAY,SEPT. 27
poll and is expected to be a
two-touchdown favorite in SatAir Force-Wyoming
urday's game.
Alabama-So. Miss.
a-Arizona-Kansas St.
Three injured Kentucky playx-ArXypne St--QP*6001 St.
ers may be sidelined Saturday,
Arkanssa-Tuisa „
while a fourth is definitely out
Boston Col.-Navy
of action. in the uncertain cateBrown-Rhode Island
gory are ends Phil Thompson
a-Citadel-Ark. State
and Vic King and offensive guard
Clemson-Georgia
Fred Conger. Offensive tackle
Columbia-Lafayette
Cornell-Colgate
Al Fisher will be on the shelf
a-Dayton-Bowling Green
fOr several weeks.
Delaware-Villanova
Elsewhere on the football froa-East Carolina-La. Tech
nt, two of the state's Ohio Valla-Furman-Davidson
ey Conference teams are at home
Georgia Tech-Baylor
are
other
two
and
the
Saturday
Harvard-Holy Crows
on the road.
Indiana-California
Iowa-Wash. State
Eastern Kentucky, ranked No.
Iowa State-Brigham Young
4 in the country in the UPI small
Kansas-Syracuse
college ratings, visits East Tenna-Kentucky-Mississippi
essee. Western Kentucky, No. 19
Marshall-Toledo
in the same ratings, is at AusMaryland-NC. State
tin Peay.
Massachusetts-Buffalo
Murray plays host to Tennesa-Memphis St.-No. Tex. St.
see Tech and Morehead enterMichigan-Washington
tains Middle Tennessee.
Mich. State-SMU
Minnesota-Ohio U.
Eastern, Murray and Morex-Miss. State-Florida (I)
head opened their seasons with
Missouri-Illinois (2)
victories last week, while WestNebraska-Texas A& M
ern settled for a 7-7 tie with
New Hampshire-Dartmouth
Indiana State.
New Mexico-UTex El Paso
George town 1-1 on the season,
Ohio State-TCU
will be at home Saturday against
Oklahoma-Pittaburgh
North Park of Chicago. Central
Okla. State-Houston
Pennsylvania-Bucknell
faces Southwestern College of
Penn State-Colorado
Tennessee in its first home
game. Kentucky State, hoping to
Purdue-Notre Dame
Rice-LSU
rebound from a 40-0 pasting at
Rutgers-Princeton
the hands of Tennessee State,
x-So. Carolina-No. Carolina
takes on Alcorn A. and M. at
x-Southern Cal-Northwestern
F rankfort.
Stanford-Oregon
Louisville will have this weekTemple-Wm. & Mary
end off before taking on the
Tennessee-Auburn
University of Dayton, Oct. 4.
a-Texas-Texas Tech
x-Tulane-W eat Va.
z-Utah-San Jose St.
DOUBTFUL HOMECOMING
Utah State-Pacific
x-UT Arlington-N. Mex. St.
CLEVELAND (UPI)- Halfx-Vanderbilt-Army
Virginia-Duke
back Leroy Kelly, defensive
Vhfl-Richmond
back Erich Barnes and guard
x-Wake
Forest-Va. Tech
Gene Nickerson all are doubtful
Western Mich.-Miami(0)
performers for the Cleveland
Browns' home opener against
x-W. Tex. St.-Northern III.
Washington Sunday.
Wisconsin-UCLA
Kelly, who was given a 50-50 a-Xavier-Kent State
team
chance of playing by
Yale-Connecticut
Dr. Vic lppolito
physician
(1)-Jackson, Miss.
(2)--St. Louie
pulled a muscle in the opening
quarter of last Sunday's game
against Philadelphia. Barnes
and Nickerson sustained bruises.
SUNDAY, SEPT. 28
Los Angeles-Atlanta
Sand collector
Minnesota-Baltimore
St. Louis-Chicago
LOUIS (UPI)-Leon
ST.
New Orleans-Dallas
Seltzer, dean of St. Louis UniverDetroit-New York
sity's Parks Air College, takes
Philadelphia-Pittsburgh
sand fromm golf course traps home
Green Bay vs. San Francisco(I)
with him.
Cleveland-Washington
Seltzer toured Great Britain
(1)--at Milwaukee
and played some of the world's
best known and sandiest COUrStS.
each course Seltzer
Froni
brought back a sand sampleSUNDAY.SEPT. 26
II vials of the stuff double
Buffaloaenver
bogies are niade of. He said he
Cincinnati-Kansas Coy
Houston-Miami
plans to use it in a sort of
San Diego-New York
r.00lf museum he's bu ilding in
Boaton-Oakland
his basement so he can show
nests the sand from courses
'
,
,he
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Women's Society Of
Good Shepherd Has
September Meeting

Boy, can he
ever hustle!

The Women's Society of
Christian Service of the Good
Methodist
Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten of the Mur ray Woman's Club, pictured second from left,
United
Shepherd
monthmeeting of the WINK Woman's Club, Mayfield Woman's
was the guest speaker at the
Church held its regular
By Abigail Van Buren
ly meeting on Tuesday, Sep- Club and Mayfield Community Cksb held at the South Highland Country Club, Mayfield.
tember 16, at two o'clock in the on Tuesday evening. Pictured left to right are Phil Mullnax, singer, Mrs. Allbritton,
Mrs.
afternoon.
Mrs. B. H. Green. treasurer of the KFWC, Mrs. Michael meat", wing* presides*,
DEAR ABBY: For 18 years I have been married to a
Mrs. Dan Gardner, Mayfiekl presides*, and Mrs. Leon Culpepper, Community presider*.
asked
Lassiter
W.
J.
Mrs.
an
also
is
He
man.
professional
handsome, charming
!Silly Mahan to open the meetincurable philanderer. When we walk into a room filled with
ing with prayer. Twelve memminutes.
10
within
victim
strangers, I can pick his
bers responded to the roll call
No one would suspect that he would follow up a cocktail
by Mrs. R. Q. Knight. The minparty flirtation, but he does. I have covered up for him many
ates were read by Mrs. Ed
times, and have stayed with him for the sake of the children,
Knight.
New Zealand most of March
hoping each affair would be his last. Everyone thinks we are
The devotion was given by
By MARGARET SAVILLE
Mr. and MTS. Steve Wagoner
and Australia from March 30 to
Mrs. Jim Wilson who introducan ideal couple. They should only know'
of Almo are the parents of a
3. She will wear a new
ed the program leaders, Mrs. A baby girl, Anita Grace, weighAbby, does a leopard ever change his spots?
LONDON (UPI)—For a wo- May
WilWalter
Mrs.
and
Woods
0.
for every engagement,
dress
LEOPARD'S WIFE
uncomsix
and
an
pounds
ing
measuring
man who requires
Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club
son.
several for each
means
which
eighteen inches in length, born mon number of new clothes,
sponsors a bazaar each fall. Mrs. Ray Sinclair, left, Mrs.
Their very interesting pro- on
DEAR WIFE: You have your animals confused. Yours Is
day.
24,
extraorWednesday,
September
is
II
Elizabeth
are
0.
pictured
Huntsr
Donald
Robert
and
Millar,
Mrs.
Queen
gram presentation was "Profile at 10:55 a.m.
At fairly regular intervals,
a wolf. Covering up for a philandering husband is DO way to
holding a few of this handmade items to he sold at this
dinarily thrifty.
if An Involved Woman". The
is accused of
queen
the
cure him. 'Ile wife who raises the roof early in her marriage
bazaar.
She buys a new outfit for
purpose was to share the ex- They have another daughter,
dressing badly. Hollywood demay not change her leopard's spots, but she can train him
home
at
occasions
Important
perience of one woman as she Carla Sue, age eighteen months.
signer Robert Blackwell, who
before he gets too wild.
worked to bring about peace, The father is employed at the and absolutely every engage- concocts an annual list of the
social justice, and recognition Murray Division of the Tappan ment, big or little, when she world's worst dressed women,
goes visiting abroad—as a sort
DEAR ABBY: My darling wife of over 40 years (I'll call
of the unity of all persons, the Company
when he visited
took aim
of compliment to her hosts.
leaders said.
her Bertha] has to have a cigaret in her hand every minute
The queen
recently.
London
That's public life.
The next meeting will be a
or she's not happy. That's not all, she is too vain to wear
looks "dowdy and quite old, .
Saturday, September 27
are Mr. and
Grandparents
private
for
clothes
her
denial
But
self
so
and
tray,
ash
prayer
the
cull to
The Creative Arts Departglasses all the time, so she is always missing
The Murray State University's
Mrs. Refus lathers of Murray We, kept in a completely .far, far too traditional," tic
ment of the Murray Woman's Women's Society will open this on October 21 at ten a.m. The
we have cigaret burns in most of our tables and a couple of
Two and Mrs. Marjorie separate
Route
wardrobe on the said.
Club met Monday, September year's activities with a welcome WSCS of Good Shepherd exher favorite chairs. I have brought home ash trays as big as
Dresses Her Age
Wagoner of Murray Route Five. opposite side of her big
all
to
invitation
special
the
a
in
tends
o'clock
nine-thirty
22, at
are Mrs.
who is 43, does
party for newcomers from two
queen,
grandparents
The
Great
a fry pan, but she misses those, too.
Par,.her
the
in
adjoining
room
WSCS
dressing
morning in the basement of the to four p.m. in the social area ladies in the
Estelle
Mrs.
young& than
and
Jones
look
to
dress
Orpha
not
When we are guests in the homes of friends, the hostess
district to attend the Day
blue bedroom at Buckingham
club house.
of the home economics depart- is
Young, both of Murray Route
her age. She goes to traditional
doesn't take her eyes off Bertha for fear she'll burn up
on
church
such
the
of
signs
at
service
Blankenship,
no
Apart
show
Macon
Palace,
Mrs.
ment in the Applied Sciences
and Mrs. Petronilla Haydesignees — Hartnell is 68,
something.
Thursday, October 30, at 9:30 Two,
chairman, presided and wel- building.
lavishness.
of EvansviLle, Ind.
den
my
Amies is 60— and feels she
let
to
column
your
in
something
say
Shepherd.
please
Won't you
a.m. at Good
Favorite Style
comed the new members. Mrs '
• ••
follow certain rules.
Eff Birdsong, secretary, called 1 The Alpha Department o
With her liking for country ought to
missus know I love her but I wish she'd quit smoking?
gloves and loose
wears
st)e
LARRY
minutes'
read
the
and
roll
off
she
the
is
whenever
pursuits
- •- the Murray Woman's Club will
she shakes so
because
sleeves
re'
treasurer's
by
the
followed
duty, the queen is most likely
have a luncheon meet at the
many hands. She wears her
DEAR LARRY: You've said it all, Larry. Just see that
port-by Mrs. Buford Hurt.
rehiring
a
in
found
be
to
Don
Mrs.
noon.
at.
club house
because she
Mrs. Birdsong read a letter 4. Keller will be special guest.
"Per aireiips Ciesilielis this column..
comfortable suit. She does not skirts to the knee
show an
to
want
not
does
•
Jeanette
from
Miss
of
thanks
colher
as
has chosen
need many new ones because
•
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or- advisor
ungainly amount of leg cllmbCathey, winner of the depart, William Barker, J. I. Hosick,
flowher
white;
and
orange
favorite
ers,
unchanging
a
has
she
Girls
for
DEAR ABBY: When someone has lost a member of his
Rainbow
ing into or out of cars. She
meat's Art Scholarship. The de- G. B. Scott, P. A. Hart, Leland der of the
orange rose; theme, "Love style: box - pleated skirt
family by suicide, what should friends do?
held its installation of officers er,
when
this
give
to
voted
partment
"Prayemblem,
Service";
touching the knees, figure- chooses shoes for comfort
Owen, and Miss Cappie Beale. for the ensuing term at the last and
It doesn't seem right to just ignore the situation, yet you
up rather than for
scholarship to on outstanding
•••
scripture Psalms fitting jacket.
Hands";
ing
the
at
brother
meeting
your
that
Tuesday
regular
can't write and say, "I am sorry to hear
student of the Art Department
23; songs, "He" and "How
Her thrift falls by the fashion.
Sunday, September 21
Masonic Hall.
shot himself." [Or should I say, "Shot himself—ACCIDENat Murray State again this year.
Twice a year she goes
Art".
Thou
Great
Riding
Providence
The New
wayside when she has to get
The retiring worthy advisor,
A FRIEND
wardrobes to
Mrs. Ralph Tesseneer is scho- Club will have an important
her
TALLY?" Would that be better']
She introduced as her spec- new outfits for public appearan- through
Patricia Evans, presided
Miss
larship chairman.
sister, Pat, bro- ces because she is, and must update them. Her state gowns
her
guests
ial
pens
the
at
meeting
not
Ribusiness
do
but
Betsy
Miss
condolences,
opening.
DEAR FRIEND: Offer your
Plans for the annual Creative at 3:30 p.m. All members are at the
Mike Bray, and son, look, her role. Her couture are destroyed so that no one
ley, recorder, elected for a ther-in-law,
mention the circumstances.
Arts Bazaar to be held in a urged to attend.
Mikey, Mrs. Bobbie Evans, and designers, Norman Hartnell and else can wear them, but her
minutes.
the
read
year,
downtown store this fall were
•• •
and Mrs. John Hardy Amies, are working'right other clothes are sent to
Serving as installing officers her parents, Mr.
reported by Mrs. Don Hunter,
them
presenting
Markovich,
DEAR ABBY: I have never heard of a big belly getting
P.
Monday, Sistember
worthy
Coleman,
now on a particularly big order, charity organizations. All labels
were Twila
bazaar chairman. She and other
gifts.
with
in the way of true love. In the 15 years Joey and I have been
The YWA and GA leadership advisor;
Newberry,
Breda
The queen will be touring and identifying marks are ‘%
members of the department courses for the Blood Rivese
Mr. and Mrs. Markovich preremoved so the recipient will I
marWatson,
married, Joey gained 55 pounds, and I gained 40. But if he
Lynn
chaplain;
displayed many lovely Items
never know she is going around
Baptist Association will be held shall; Betsy Riley!'" recorder; sented Paulette with a gavel
can stand MY big belly, I can stand HIS. We both want. to
and ideas for the bazaar.
FAT BUT HAPPY
in clothes once worn by a
at the Flint Baptist Church at Dorothy Boone, musician; Fla- and bracelet holding charms
thank you for a wonderful column.
Several members worked on
offices in
six p.m.
queen.
vil Robertson, confidential ob representing the
various projects for the bazaar.
• ••
DEAR FAT: And 1 want to thank you for a wonderful
Williams, outer Rainbow she has filled while a
George
server;
Other committee members
The WMS, WMU, and Sun- observer; Lillian Robertson, mo- member. Mikey and Pat prebelly laugh.
are Mrs. Aude McKee, Mrs. Ray
sented Paulette with a neckbeam leadership courses f o r ther advisor.
Sinclair, Mrs. Robert 0. Miller,
The Murray State University'i
lace.
Blood River Baptist Assocthe
Everybody has a problem. What's yours! For a personal
the
for
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coming term were Paulette
Cleburne Adams, program; Mrs. iation
Futrell distributed gifts to each first meeting on Thursday, SepChurch at ten a.m. has. Markovich, worthy
Baptist
advisor;
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Ben Trevathan, civic; Mrs. EdAssem- tember 25, at seven-thirty o'
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• ••
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"How
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Angeles, Cal. 90069. for
ity; Linda Showman, hope; DeRefreshments of coffee and
A group of Masons and their
The YWA and GA second nise Kalberer, faith; Joyce Win- the installing officers by Pat- economics department.
for All Occasions."
doughnuts were served by the
Mary Caspar Edwards, presi- wives attended a fellowship
Patricia ricia Evans.
leadership courses for the chester,
chaplain;
hostesses who were Mrs. Jack
Preceding the meeting a n dent, presided and recognized dinner held Thursday, SeptemBlood River Baptist Association Evans, drill leader; Marilyn
Andersen, Mrs. Charles Archer,
held at the Flint Bap- Lasater, love; Lisa Robertson, addendum was given in honor the officers for the new year. ber 25, at six-thirty o'clock in
be
will
and Mrs. Jack Blackwell.
She asked the members and the evening at the Southside
tist Church at six p.m.
religion; Paula Cook, nature; of Miss Evans, and following
an faculty present to identify Restaurant.
• ••
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the
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close
the
Connie
fidelity;
Cathey,
Vickie
for Miss themselves.
Wednesday, October 1
Niccum, patriotism; Barbara addendum was given
The new treasurer, Cathy
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Sam's statisticians the other the credit charges saving
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Carmen
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McKenzie gave the invocation.
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Inflation's grip on the purse- example
sented corsages to Mrs. Coleman
John L. Williams, Mr. and Mrs.
such
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summer
hundred and fifty hours.
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preclub
by
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Rob Ray, and Gillard Ross as and Mrs. Robertson.
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Economists have suggestions, they're marked
After the close of the meet- the sale to the club. She also and Mrs. James Washer, Mr.
— Pay in advance. Save by beauties of the world around us,
but no tricky formulas. The
a social hour was held with told of new aspects added to and Mrs. R. H. Robbins, Mr.
ing
OakTreys
Mrs.
by
read
premiums
was
insurance
paying
in
you
following tips may help
of punch and cake the sale this year. The presi- and Mrs. Norman Klapp, Mr
refreshments
installthan
in
rather
annually
ley. The members arewered
the battle.
served
from a beautiful- dent announced that the East- and Mrs. Howard McNeely. Mr.
being
e
— Buy only what you need. ments, Savings add up to a the roll call by recalling their
ly
table. Mr. a n d ern Kentucky Workshop would and Mrs. Don Newberry, Mr.
appointed
amount if, for first school teacher. Plans
list on surprising
Use
a shopping
the list specifies percolator" Mrs. Markovich were hosts for be held October 17-18 at Rich- and Mrs. Joe Lasater and
By JOAN HANAUER
carry
you
auto,
life
example,
coffee.
supermarket trips. Try planwere made to attend the Distmond. The theme for the meet daughter, Lana Carol, Mr. and
the social hour.
"I wish he would remember
ning meals ahead of time. That and homeowners insurance.
rict meeting, to be held at the
NEW YORK (UPI)—There is
is "Professionalism" and a Mrs. Ed Elkins, Mr. and Mrs
ing
will
The
meeting
b
next
e
Clearance Sales
makes it easier to stretch the
Kenlake next week.
of woman who to close doors," is another held on Tuesday, October 7, tentative program was discuss- Floyd Elkins, Mr. and Mrs.
one
kind
only
food budget. Take advantage of Many women with a good
Harold Wingo, Mrs. Dewey
Officers for the coming year has
never said, "I wish common complaint. Doors men- at seven p.m. at the Masonic ed.
tioned include kitchen cupboard
weekend specials, sales on grip on the pursestrings save a were elected, they will take husbands didn't..."
Donna Honchul, vice-presi- Jones, and Charles Fergie.
Hall.
canned products. Done proper- bundle through the year by office in January. Elected Were:
(on which wife bangs head),
• ••
dent, announced the program
She's single.
ly, this approach can shave buying at clearance sales for Mts. Tommy Mathis, president;
at the meeting would be "Get
To give married women the refrigerator (turning freezer
clothing.
about 10 per cent from weekly family
Mrs. Willard Beasley, vice pre- comfort of misery-loves-compa- compartment into ice cave) and
Acquainted". Norma Walter, Swaner.
If the stores near you still sident; Mrs. Charles Morgan,
food bills.
the recreation chairman, 1 e d
Refreshments of punch and
ny, and warn the single ones front door (no joke these days).
spring
and
summer
items
have
are
Savings
Other
Complaints
— Do it yourself.
the activities. A skit was given brownies were served to the
secretary; Mrs. Wayne Miller, what's in store, here is an
over
go
racks,
clearance
the
on
Other complaints that reahead if you do your own hair,
14 Margot Ellis and Doris members and faculty.
treasurer; Mrs. Mac Tucker, informal survey of New York
dry cleaning, painting, clothing them like an inch worm.
recreation leader; and Mrs. area wives' complaints about ceived a chorus of assenting
Elkins sWesley
Mrs.
and
Mr.
sighs:
repairs, small household fix-its. In the spring, purchase fall Henry Richardson, reporter.
husbands.
have returned from a trip thrand winter clothing,
Read Fine Print
—The man who insists he ough Oklahoma and Texas.
The meeting was adjourned
a
is
major
The
supermarket
—Shop for credit. The best When you develop the tech- with pot-luck dinner served and point of irritation, whether the doesn't like a certain dish, They visited Mrs. Elkins' relapolicy is to avoid charging or nique to a fine point, you'll an interesting lesson of "Food family hero goes alone or curry, perhaps, until someone tives in Sulphur, Oklahoma, and
borrowing large sums. When even do your Christmas shop- Facts" by Mrs. Charles Mor- accompanies the little woman else's wife serves it to him,
then to San Angelo, Texas to
—"Mr. Clean," who goe: visit a friend of Mr. Elkins that
borrowing Is necessary com- ping a year In advance— at the gan and Mrs. Beasley. Host- to handle the heavy carry
dirty into a gleaming bathroom he had not seen since World
pare credit costs. Read tir fine after-yule sales, That includes ess for the meeting was Mrs. chores.
WEEKLY SPECIALS FOR FALL SEMESTER
print in a loan contract, cards and gift wrapping.
Billy Wilson. Present were
He likes to buy things. Queer and comes out spotless, but War IL
•••
Depending on the locality, it's Financial survival's the name the following: Mrs. Beasley, things. Things such as filleted with the bathroom_ looking like
Monday
of the game,
perfectly legal for some
Larry Hendon, Mrs Roy
Jerry Sirls, Wayne Miller, frogs legs in vegetables(one tin a leftover from the flood.
Salle,
who
collector,
antique
Jack
—The
Standberg, and Mrs.
Charles Morgan, Homer Mor- equals three days food budget),
antique
magazines, all of the Los Angeles, CaliforTuesday
gan, Mac Tucker, Henry Rich- marrons
glace (he
didn't collects
ardson, Tommy Mathis, Jerry realize they were chestnuts) Sunday newspapers and other nia, area were called to MurTurner, Danny Cochran, Roy and a giant pack of chocolate add bits of paper. Throw them ray this week to be with their
Wednesday
mother, Mrs. E. C. (Maude)
Tucker, Treva Oakley, Miss covered marzipan (put that on out and he cries a lot,
of
death
the
Come To
following
He's
volunteer.
The
Jones,
always
—
Venus Oakley and the hostess. your calorie counter and watch
offering to help, as in "Can I her husband, E. C. Jones, on
.
Thursday
It go over the top).
* * 1
help with the dishes?" after he Wednesday.
Gets Even
• 1 •
The husband of one highly knows they are washed, wiped
Friday .
Delivery Special
Texas proclaimed indepencook slid six TV dinners and put away.
skilled
dence from Mexico Nov. I. 11135
and 1 ry our
wasn't
cart
she
her
when
Into
CCC
Texas is second only to New
Every Friday and Saturday Night - 6:30-11:30
looking. She got even by
There are more than Ilat,Ot
* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH
in average annuai value of
York
six
them
on
serving,
successive
registered
associations
clubs or
The first message sent to teleexports.
in Finland.
graph was "V• hat }lath t•oil nights.
* COUNTRY HAMS AND STEAKS
* ets.
When he shops alone, he not
*•*
wrought.Private Dining Room (call for reservations)
back
edible
erotica,
brings
only
Featuring The Frank Pazullo Trio
*•*
Hawiii'is the wettest state,
7 Days a Week
Connecticut is known as th
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
he also forgets what he was
1302
Chestnut
Street - Dixieland Shopping Center
with an average annual rainfall
—
J. C. (Wilmer*
—
The Suez Canal is 101 miles sent for— such as baby's milk— Nutmeg State or the Constitutio of 82.48 inches.
FREE DELIVERY 753-1150
or brings back drip grind when State.
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Queen Elizabeth II Buys New Outfit For
Each Engagement; Home Cloth Simple

Department Meet
Of Creative Arts
Held On Monday

Miss Paulette Markovich Ir Installed As
Worthy A dvisor_Of Rainbow For Girls

a

a
'14

a

Murray State Home
Economics Club
Has Thursday Meet

Masons And Wives
Have Dinner Al
Southside Here

Prices Rose Four Per Cent From The
Beginning Of Year, Statistics Say

Survey Of Complaints Of Wives About
Husbands; Grocery Help Not Needed

PERSONALS

GENO'S ITALIAN RESTAURANT
and STEAK HOUSE

loan

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

HAZEL CAFE

Cheese Pizza, Reg.'1.50

'1.25

Sirloin Strip Steak

01.49

All the Spaghetti you can eat _ _ 81.00
•
Ground Sirloin Steak, Reg. $1,39 99

5 Hamburgers

41.•••

"LIVE MUSIC"
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THE LEDGER
Land Between the Lakes patrolman counted 177 cars parked
alongside the range in a one-hour
check Sunday afternoon.
The herd of 20 buffalo , which
FRANKFORT, Ky, UPI - The were shipped here from TheodoState Department of Fish and re Roosevelt National Memorial
Wildife Resources reported
Monday that fall-like weather has Park near Medora, North Dakota,
brought out increased numbers arrived at their new home near
of fishermen.
the former site of Model, TennOver the weekend, good catch- essee, at 1 a.m. Friday, Septemes of croppie and black bass ber 19. One of the buffalo, a
were reported.
yearling bull, was injured and
The lake-by-lake rundown:
died shortly after arriving in
Cumberland: Croppie fair to
good in deep coves around cover, Land Between the Lakes. The
best at night; black bass by cast- remaining 19 animals, ranging
ing and still fishing with artificial from one to two pars of age,
worms and in the jumps; trout are in excellent health and appefair in lower part of lake on ar to like the surroundings of
nightcrawlers at 30 feet; below their new range. The buffalo,
dam - trout good on worms and once native to this area of Tenncheese; lake is clear and falling essee and Kentucky, are located
slowly at 76 degrees.
alongside The Trace(Tennessee
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oductions. Rev. Henry
gave the invocation.
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Mrs. McKenzie, Mr.
Jackson, Mr. and Mrs
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and daughter, Jane,
Mrs. Jerry Lamb, Mr.
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James Washer, Mr.
R. H. Robbins, Mr.
Norman Klapp, Mr
Howard McNeely. Mr.
Don Newberry, Mr.
Joe Lasater and
Lana Carol, Mr. and
Elkins, Mr. and Mrs
lkins, Mr. and Mrs
Wingo, Mrs. Dewey
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:STAURANT

JSE
SEMESTER

'1.25

Cold Power?

SATURDAY

.310 Skeet Gam
Cheap, Safe

r N
KENTUCKY

ii

"Fishing Unlimited"
Weekends Planned
At Kenlake Park

William Morris, Louisville,
Leader in Fall Fishishing Derby

Calendar.
Of Even s

Visitors To
Buffalo Rang

Le

FINS 'N FEATHERS
FRIENDS

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
- GUNS and AMMUNITION se' Zenith TV.
Chestnut Street

10. Sporting 6rooes
MurrILY, KY.

Phone 753-257l

Harmon VVhitnell
STANDARD
OIL

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!

MARTIN

All Makes of Guns

Bulk Distributor
au Pegwe Mame

WARD - ELKINS

Mom 1181-01118

OIL PRODUCTS

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

'1.49
eat _ _ 11.00
.'1.39 99c
'1.00

. 4:30-11:34
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The revolutionary new H-D
Winchester-W e stern shell
features a shot charge packed
in powdered polyethylene. The
cushion of white plastic
"sawdust" prevents deforming
Finding a place to enjoy the
riL
of shot pellets in the HD target shooting sports within
IV
Magnum and gives amazingly
easy reach of home poses real
unitoim patterns
HARM
problems for most residents of
TOWLES
Some HD loads were shipped heavily populated areas. Conto state game departments for ventional rifle and pistol ranges
field testing, and one game or clay target seams require
HUNTERS SEEKING DOVE AND SQUIRREL
manager wrote back: "I cut considerable amounts of land
While fishermen are enjoying the first fruits of the fall !Ishopen one of the shells and it
g season a great segment of Kentucky sportsmen are hunting
appears to be packed with
are preparing to hunt numerous species of wildlife which are
laundry detergent. What's the which is seldom available in
w legal or will be legal in a short time. To bring this host of
urban sections. Then, too, there
deal?bunters up to date today's column will be devoted to the seasons
is the possibility that the noise
lhe
reply
from
W-W
miofficial
and the bare facts about legal harvests and other rules governwas. "Well, you want clean may annoy neighbors.
ing the taking of various species of game.
dun't you?"
Right now squirrel and dove hunting Ls legal. The squirrel
A NEW CLAY target game John Perryman of The Hitching Post presenting Richard
season opened on Augu't 18 and will continue through the
ANNWEI•
developed by Remington Arms Douglas of Cedar Knob Resort his commission from Govmonth of October. It theft will be closed until November 70 when
Company, Inc., may go a long ernor Nunn, as a Kentucky Colonel. Mr. Douglas is the
it will reopen for the remainder of Nnvember and all ^9 Deeemway towards solving some of president of Kentucky's Western Waterland, Inc.
these difficulties.
her. Again this veer the bag limit ie six and the possession limit
Dale Hollow: Croppie good by 49-Kentucky 4530 the major noris 12 after two or more days of hunting.
Known as "310 Skeet," it
still fishing around treetops; bla- th-south highway through
Land
utilizes a self-contained shooting
ck bass fair by casting and still Between the Lakes. The big, 100station which occupies only 30
The dove season, which is split again and which is for only fishing minnows and crawfish; acre pasture can easily be exhalf-day hunting. opened on September 1 and will continue bluegill fair on worms at 10 panded to accommodate any insquare feet; small size clay
through October 31 It will reopen on December 1 and continue feet; lake is clear and falling crease in the size of the herd.
By C. F. Smith
targets, and a break-open,
through December 9. The daily limit has been raised to 18 this slowly at 75 degrees.
The Kentucky Department of single-shot .318 caliber shotgun The fourth week of the KenEd Kempf, Jr., Dupo, Illinois,
Herrington: Black bass by casyear, with a possession limit of 38 after two or more days of
rim fire shot
8/16, 6 lb. 14 oz.
Visitors who would like to see Parks offers two big "FISHING which fires a
tucky
Lake
Fall
Fishing
Derby
bunting.
ting artificial worms and in the
UNLIMITED" weekends, Octo- cartridge loaded with No. 11 produced a new leader
Bluegill ($100 and $50 grand
in the
Squirrel hunters are very well satisfied with what they are jumps; lake is clear and stable the buffalo should plan to arrive ber 10-12 at Kenlake State Re- shot. And it's inexpensive.
In
the
prize money).
morning or late afternoon.
black
bass"
As'
Division.
like
finding in many sections, while in other areas the population is at 74 degrees. •
sound
The shells, which
The buffalo seem to prefer the sort Park and November 7-9 at
R. L. Winstead, Nebo, KenWilliam Morris of Louisville
down from last year's high. In the early part of the season,
Lake Cumberland State Resort a muffled 22, have a maximum
cool
tucky, 8/30, 12 oz. (2) Miss
shade
of
the
forestedportion
range of 125 yards and are truly pulled in a seven pound eight
squirrels were not sighted in great numbers and hunters were
Kentucky: Black bass best by
Park.
Thomas
Henrietta Pepper, Bowling
effective on the 2:1" diameter. ounce black bass.
disappointed. But with the advancement of the food crop the casting over slump beds, using of the pasture during midday.
The registration fee of $25
To reach the buffalo range from
C'--ine of Cincinnati is in third
Green, Kentucky, 8/15,tie 5-1/2
squirrels began to concentrate in the food trees and better han artificial worms; cropoie go
Tennessee, turn north off U. S. per person includes six meals one -ounce may birds at piece with his seven pound one
oz. (3) Walter Carter, North
vests are reported.
In same area on minnows at 15
79 onto Tennessee 49 and drive and two nights lodging.
distances up to 60 feet.
ounce black bass. All of the
Ville, Michigan, 8/17, tie 5-1/2
in
other
sections
feet; fishing
Each evening there will be
T tr u s, the installations are black bass leaders are now over _oz.
As for doves, the population is adequate but because of of lake spotty; below dam-cat- approximately 12 miles; from an informative program dealing ideal for
golf driving ranges. seven pounds in the "A" DiviTourist Division "A" Weekly
the late harvest of corn and other grain concentrations, have fish and croppie good; lake is Kentucky turn south off U. S. 68 with such subjects as fall fish- public parks and recreation
sion.
Winners.
been difficult to find. It is as simple as this: If good food sup- clear and falling at 76 degrees. onto Kentucky 453, and it's app- ing and fish filleting techni- areas, beach
resorts
and
Black bass, William I. Morris,
Barkley: Black bass by cast- rcodmately 14 miles to the range. ques. Other features will in- summer camps. Many con- Charles Loebr of Mt. Vernon,
plies are available, then the doves will be found.
Louisville, 9/13 $25 weekly winArchery hunting has grown rapidly in Kentucky in the past ing deep runners and artificial Visitors entering Land Between clude displays of fishing tackle, ‘entional gun clubs like them Illinois took the lead in the
ner 7 lb. 8 oz. (2) Thomas
few years and one of the reasons for this is the long deer hunt- worms and by jigging artificial the Lakes from across the Scott a fishing clinic and door prizes. ab.o since the, are an ideal way crappie c'ass, "B" Division,
with a two pound two ounce
Crone, Cincinnati, Ohio, 9/11
ing season open in all 120 counties. Two full months of hunting worms around stickups; croppie Fitzhugh Bridge on .U. S. 79 can
Trophies will be awarded of getting new shooters started. ci.tch.
$10 weekly winner 7 lb. 1 oz.
for either the buck or the doe are available in this state and ap- fair around stickups at three
KRENNIERINSIMINRIPPli
both weekends for the largest
Ile crappie class in the "A"
Crappie, Raymond F. Bryska,
proximately 7.000 bow and arrow enthusiasts are expected to feet; below dam - catfish good, also reach the range by turning individual Bass and Crappie and
Livision is a real race with
Chicago, 9/12 $17.50 weekly
take to the field during October and December. Only one deer croppie and bluegill fair; lake left onto the Fort Henry-Blue the largest strings of Bass and
four entries of one pound ten
winner tie 1 lb. 10 oz. (2)
may be harvested per year either by gun or bow and arrow and is clear and stable at 74 degr- Spring Road which leads to
The Crappie. At Lake Cumberland,
ounce. Eacl tied for second
Raymond
De Moss, Hopkinea special deer hunting tag is required in addition to a valid ees.
nly,
there will be a trophy for
Trace.
place.
•
• YLU
hunting license.
$17.50 weekly winner
the largest Rainbow Trout.
Pall fishing on Kentucky Lake tie 1 lb. 10 oz.
Barren Reservoir: Black bass
-, •
Piney Campground, just a few
Is really picking up and should
White bass, William I. MorA limited number of reserNext to open ii111-1U11% gems huntWg-swan - Novem- good by casting off tncky points miles south-of the buffalo range vations are still available. Concontinue to improve.
ris Louisville, 9/14 also weekly
limit
of
pessession
croppie
artificial
worms;
and
with
a
bag
with
January
11
ber 3 through
along the Kentucky Lake shore- tact: Lake Cumberland State
Tourist Division "A"Overall. winner in black bass; not elifive which may not Include more than two Canaan or two white- fair and improving; headwaters line, will remain open throughout Resort Park, Jamestown, Hy.
Black bass ($500, $300, and
gibile for two weekly prizes,
Aug. 15-Nov. 1, $5,000 Ken- $200 grand prize
clear and stable at 76 degrees. the year. All of the tent and trail- 42629 - telephone (502)
fronted or one of each.
money).
2 lb. 5 oz. (2) Craig Fleming,
343lucky Lake Fall Fishing Derby.
The gun deer season, of fire days in 98 counties, opens on
er sites in Piney have electrical 7311, or Kenlake State Resort
William I. Morris, Louisville,
Bowling Green, 9/12, $25 weekNovember 12 and continues through November 18, with bucks
outlets, and heated central ser- Park, Hardin, Ky. 42048 - teleSept. 3-13 (last performance), 9/13, 7 lb. 8 oz. (2) Walter
ly
winner, 1 lb. 1/2 oz. (3)
Barren,
in
sex
either
with
and
only being taken in 95 counties
Nolin Reservoir: Black bass vice buildings are available.
Dinner-Theatre, Actors Thea- Tomasik, Westchester,Illinois, Goorgo-IL Smith, Indianapolis,
phone (502) 474-2211.
Edmonton and Hart counties. Again a hunter must have a spec- off points on artificial worms;
tre of Murray Repertory co., 8/29, 7 lb. 4 oz. (3) Thomas 9/11, $10 weekly winner, 12 oz.
ial deer hunting permit in addition to his valid hunting license. croppie fair on minnows around
Ken - Bar Resort, Wednesday Crone, Cincinnati, 9/ll, 7 lb.
The rabbit and quail seasons open on November 20 and ex- stickups; lake is clear and fallthru Saturday, 7:30 p.m.
1 oz.
are
species
these
Catfish, Iota Barbre, Centrafor
limits
bag
Sept. 13-27, septemberfest, Crappie
tend through January 31. The
ing
at
73
degrees.
($200, $100, and $50
posand
12
in
day
lia, Illinois, 9/10, $25 weekly
square
and
Round
Dance
Vaunchanged from last year with six rabbits per
Rough River: Black bass good
grand prize money.)
winner, 6 lb. 8 oz. (2) Stansession and with 10 quail daily and 20 in possession. On that by casting off deep points and
Helen Contizana . Columbus,
opens
on
season
This
hunted.
be
may
ley Krysinski, Milwaukee, Wisgrouse
cation,
Kenlake
State
park
and
same opening date
by
trolling;
croppie
fair
around
Kentucky Dam village State Ohio, 8/18, 1 lb. 13 oz. (2)
consin, 9/11, $10 weekly winner,
November 20 and extends through February 28 with a bag limit ,stickups at eight feet; lake is
Robert A. Jones, Henderson,
Park, Dances, 8 p.m.
4 lb. 3 oz.
4)of four and a possession limit of eight.
clear and Ailing at 72 degrees.
Sept. 15, workshop on clean- Kentucky, 8/24, tie 1 lb. 10 oz.
Tourist Division "B" Overup and community improve- (3) Eddie Sldvner, Springfield,
All.
Buckhorn:
Black
bass
good
arEarly indications are that the rabbit population will be
Ohio, 8/27, tie 1 lb. 10 oz.
Black Bass ($200 and $100
ment, sponsored by Kentucky (4) Raymond F. Bryska, Chicagreater this year than the low yield of last season and that the ound lead bend;troppie and blueGrand Prize money).
Department of Natural Requail supply will be about the same as the adequate hunting that gill hair; lake is clear and fallRobert Young, Union City,
ing slowly at 76 degrees.
sources, at Ken-Bar Resort, go, 9/12, tie 1 lb. 10 oz. (5)
was furnished last year.
9/3,
5 lb. '7 oz.
Guist
Creek:
Black
9:00
bass
good
a.m.
to
3:30
28
p.m. .
Raymond DeMoss, HopkinsThe statewide duck hunting season opens on November
Crappie ($100 grand prize moOct. 4-5. Watkins Cup Regat- vile, 9/11, tie 1 lb. 10 oz.
and extends through December 27. The bag limit is four which in deeper sections; croppie fair
limit may not include more than two mallards, two wood ducks, with good bluegill at 8 to 10
White Bass ($200, $100, and
ney).
one redhead or one oanvasback. The possession limit of eight feet on crickets; lake is clear
ta, sponsored by Kentucky Lake $50 grand prize money).
Charles Loebr, Mt. Vernon,
ducks,
or
stable
at
73
degrees.
wood
and
may include not more than four mallards, four
William L Morris, Louisville, 9/13, 2 lb. 2 oz.
Sailing Club, Kenlake state
one canvasback or one redhead. The statewide shooting hours
Park, Aurora.
9/14, 2 lb. 5 oz. (2) Walter
White Bass ($100 grand prize
for waterfowl are from one-half hour before sunrise until sunset.
Tomasik, Westchester,Illinois, money).
A special date for hunting waterfowl has been set for the
Shirley Warlow, Roberts, IlliOct, 7, 8, 9, 24th Annual 8/24, 1 lb. 13 oz. (3) Jack
Governor's Goodwill Tour, Wbeatley, Louisville, 8/31, 11b. nois, 9/14, 15 oz.
sponsored by the Kentucky 3-3/4 oz.
Pike ($100 grand prize money).
Isallard County Wildlife Management Area. The duck aeason
Pike ($200, $100,and $50 grand
Chamber of Commerce. qooRobert Yancy, Union City,9/5,
opens on December 1 and continues through December 27 and
prize money).
January
on
ends
but
date
same
the
opens
on
the goose season
Off in Benton on October 9,
Micky Wheatly, loulsville, 1 lb. 7 oz.
10 a.m.
10. The bag and possession limits on this area are unchanged
8/23,
2 lb. 11-3/4 oz. (2)
Catfish ($100 grand prize mofrom the statewide rules, except only morning hunting is perBarb Grady, Downers Grove,
NY).
mitted and no Sunday or Christmas Day shooting is allowed.
Illinois,
9/7,
2 lb. 2 oz. (3)
Bash Tarwater, Litchfield,IllHunters must obtain a permit to hunt on this area and will be
Oct. 10-11-12, Fishing un- John Rawlins, Bloomington, InGOLDEN POND, KENTUCKY, WALTER TOMASIK, Westchester, I
ding in Keninois,
9/1,6 lb. 12oz.
checked in and out of the area.
limited,
Weekend,Kenlake state diana, 8/26, 1 lb. 12 oz.
,--Land Between the Lakes offic- tucky Lake Fall Fishing Derby caugh
8/2 this beautiful
Bluegill ($100 grand prize moThat's the rundown for hunting except for the furbearers.
Park, Aurora. music Festival Catfish ($100,
ials
estimated
that
over
3,000
and $50 grand
string of black bass from Jonathan Cree to Eggnees Ferry
ney.
Animals that are harvested for their pelts may be taken beginnUSA and Handicraft Artists and
visited the buffalo range Bridge area. Pictured with the fish he caught, from left to
Maurene Taylor, Evansville,
Country Fair, Kaintuck Terri- prize money).
ing on December 20 and on through January 31. There is no limst Sunday, the Tennessee Vall- right: size 3-3/4, 6-3/4, 7, 6, 3 pounds. Also caught 7-1/4
Mike Steele, Sullivan, Indiana
tory.
8/16, 4 oz.
it on the number of such animals that may be taken.
ey Authority announced today. A lb. on 8/29 which is leading in black bass class.
8/25, 7 lb. 15-1/2 oz. (2

Y

econd from left,
ayfiold Woman's
Club, Mayfield.
Mrs. AllbrItten,
president, Mrs.
president.
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SUE and
CHARLIE'S
Famous Fish Dinners
with Hush Puppies
Highway CI

Aurora, Ky.

0
TAYLOR
MOTORS
4th A POPLAR
"WEST KENTUCKY'S
TRANSPORTATION CENTER"
PHONE 751-127s

eftse,
LIBERTY
Super Market
Marray's Largest and Moot Modern

so' USED CARS

GULF SERVICE
Oh sad Main Streets
Murray, Restock,
PERSIA TAYLOR • C. 5.CAUL JR.

Ito Trio
loop]ng Center
753-1150
A

asttiaoisa•d

* Phone 753-111142 *

AiN & TAYLOR

C"

eVpittadd Spiinitd RadOld

MINOR REPAIRS

IN

g Boat 2sacia

Catfif.h - Broasted Chicken and Sea Foods
Dinners - Short Orders

G AND H MOBILE HOMES
NEW & USED
0•L S. SERVICE ANO PARK RENT•L
LOA,
l' 04. ONE MILE EAST OF pAuRRAy

orrice PH

753.6605

ieftS4

"What did Ile say when you tola
hitn you wonted it Iry live?"
Vireitei Idi i fli

LOUIE WILLIAMS
Owner

Na)' CONCORD. KENTUCKY
PKONt 436-5406

loHN 0 GROGAN
753-2065

GIL G Howse',
HC•Ar Pm 436-5690

- •
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Hospital Report

Master James McClanahan,
P. 0. Box 218, Puryear, Tam.;
Mrs. Bessie Cherry, Box 183,
Dover, Tenn.; Mis. Martha Wagoper and Baby Girl, Alma; Mrs.
Betty Ryan, 1406 Poplar, Murray;
Mrs. Coon Bogard, Rte. 1, Dexter; Baby Girl Hutchens, 11 Or-

Mrs. Dulcie S. Douglass, 217
Woodlawn Dr., Murray, Ronald
Shemwell, 728 Vine St., Murray;
Mrs. Patty Meody, 525 SO. etli
St., Murray; Mrs. Maude Hale,
Rte. 6, Murray; Norman Castleberry, Rte. 2, Benton, Mrs. Mary
Stone, Rte. 1, Almo; Joe Pritchett, Dexter; David Downs, Rte.
5, Box 1508, Murray; Mrs. Frances Key, 435 Murray Crt., Mw-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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ACROSS

4-Panch
5-Lampreys
1 -Lying face down
6-Mountain lak.
6-River clucks
7-Bin., vetch
ii Woman of
8-Paid notice
distinction
9-Vast throng
13-Solidity
10-Trap
14-Indeftme
12-Glossy tabrK
article
13 Inheritor
15-Contestants
16
Period ol time
17-A state
19-Puzzled
(ebb,)
21 Blossoms
18-Cyprinoad fish
23 Worn away
(d-)
Mawr mug
25-Make amends
21 -Evergreen tree
27 Female deer
nadmnorandum
28-Mohammedan
24-Organ of
name
Nearing
30-Salty
25-CAldslrY Plant
31 Ines of birch
26-Stay
family (pi )
28-Soler disk
32 Blood
29-Earth's
satellite
30-Sluggish
31-Pert of church
32-One who profits
34-Escape
35-The sue
36-Goddess of
discord
38-Unusual
39-Eagles nest
41-Soek up
42-Note of scale
43-Sinoothed the
leathers
45-Symbol for
tantalum
46-CherSOW MtICS
413Pufied up
50-Worms
51- Slyty sarcastic

Answer to Yesterday's Punk

33 Created a
disturbance
34 One strong
point
35-Observes
37 Shovel
39-Academic
subtects

17
40-Lampreys
43 Baker s
product
44 Man's
nickname
47 Conjunction
49-Note of
scale

DOWN

Dkdr. by United

eature S

te,

EVERYBODY'S TALKING ABOUT

FIVEISFE's
TO ROME WITH LOVE
6:30 P.M. SUN. SEPT. 28
PREMIER
WLAC-Ty1)5
TAKE IT FROM
AN OLD ITALIAN HAND.
WHEN IN ROME,
--- KEEP A CLOSE
WATCH ON YOUR
DAUGHTERS. ).

John Forsythe as an American in
Rome. With three daughters who suddenly
start doing as the Romans do

THE LESLIE UGGAMS SHOW
8:00 P.M. SUN. SEPT. 28
PREMIER
WLAC-TVe5

LESLIE UGGAMS.
THAT'S ME. I SING UP
A STORM. WITH BIG-NAME
GUEST STARS. BIG-TIME
VARIETY. ALL WITH THE
YOUNG-'N'- LIVELY LOOK.
SWING ALONG.

SATURDAY - SEPTEMBER 27, 1909

Let Me Write
by Darrell Shoiernaker

ADULTS 100
NURSERY 5
SEPTEMBER 23, 1969

NEW
YORK (UPI)- The
stock market outlook remains
cloudy and threatening "little
motes of sunshine" that break
through from time to time,
according to Diamond, Turk &
Co.
The firm
says
the
economy's
money managers
seem much more willing "to
err on the side of recession"
than on the side of inflation and
there has been no measurable
progress made in Vietnam
since the present administration took office.

ADMISSIONS
Ronald Shemwell, 728 Vine,
Murray, Mrs. Fairy Pritchett,
Dexter; John Roberts, 360 No.
Ave., Antioch, Ill.; Mrs. Lynda
Cooper, Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs.
Toni Bohannon, 1517 Johnson
Blvd., Murray; Mrs. Myrtle Duncan, Rte. 6, Murray; Mrs.Sharon
Hutchens, 11 Orchard Hgts., Murray; Emerson Cooper, Rte. 4,
Murray; Nollie Wicker, Rte. I,
Hazel; Claude Lawrence, Rte. 1,
Kirksey; David Downs, Rte. 5,
Box 1508, Murray; Cullen Phillips, 503 So. 16th , Murray.
DISMISSALS

Mrs. Jean Story, 1507 Story,
Murray; Mrs. Remedios lbay &
Baby Girl, Rte. 3, Murray; Leonard Jezik, 224 White Hall, MSU
Murray; Ira Douglas, Rte. 5,
Murray; Mrs. Rita Miller, Rte.
1, Dexter; Tally Alexander, Rte.
1, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Eva P.
Wyatt, Rte. 1, Alma; Mrs. Allie
Hodges, 307 So. 6th St., Murray;
Elmtis Rudolph, Rte. 1, Hardin;
Mrs. Lula Robertson (From
Cony. Div.), Rte. 1, Murray.

Autopsy To
Be Fought
By Family

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Wall Street
Chatter

DISMISSALS

ADMISSIONS

1

—

chard Rite., Hurray; Baby Boy ray; Gillus Knight, 732 Nash
Boharses, 1517 Janson Blvd., Dr., Murray; Mrs. Ola WaLstoo
Murray.
(Expired), Almo:

ADULTS 95
NURSERY 8
SEPTEMBER 24, 1969

1 Unadorned
2-hiaphazard
3-Nypothetical
love

TIMES

PFC. KENNETH PEASE

RitesFor
lo
War Victim
Saturday
MAYFIELD, Ky., Sept. 25Funeral services for Ptc. Kenneth Wayne Pease, 20, Hickory
Rt. 1, will be held 2 p.m. Saturday at Byrn Funeral Chapel
with the Rev. J. W. Crowley
and the Rev. Thomas Rose officiating.
Burial will be in Wcodlawn
Memorial Cemetery.
Survivors include his mother
and father, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
A. Pease, Sr., and two brothers,
Jesse A. Pease Jr., of Lone
Oak, and Billy Joe Pease of
Hickory.
Pfc. Pease was killed in South
Vietnam on Sept. 16.
He attended Lowes High
School before entering the
Army. He was serving with the
20th Infantry Division, Company
C of the First Battalion.
* * *

WHICESBARRE, Pa. (UPI) From mom to spinster
HOLLYWO.OD .(11P1)-.-Gloris
— An attorney for the family
of Mary Jo Kopechne, killed LeaAmn, who once played the
when Sen. Edward Kennedy's maternal role on the "Lassie"
car ran off a 'bridge in Mass- show, will portray a spinster
achusetts, said Friday he plann- in a segment of television's
ed to challenge the latest legal "Lancer" series.
attempt for an autopsy on the
girl's body.
Joseph F. Flanagan said he
had two alternatives under study.
"Either we can Me an answer and go into a hearing in
court," he said. "Or, we can
ask the court to dismiss the
amended petition of Mr. Ed'Aunt Dinis A Massachusetts
District Attorney for legal reasons."
Kennedy told newsmen i n
Boston Thursday night, when
asked to comment on the allegations in Dinis' petition: I
would say those who tend to
look for things in this case are
going to be disappointed."
Flanagan noted the Dinis petition for exhumation and autopsy alleged for the first time
that blood was found on the
clothing and in the mouth and DID
nose of Miss Kpechne after her
body was recovered horn the REALLY. MAKE
Kennedy car.
THIS STEW
"The mere fact that some YOURSE
LF ?
things were recited in the amended petition does not mean
they won't have to be proved,"
he said. "We will still have to
take testimony on them."
Flanagan also said there
"was some question" about the
effectiveness of the benzidine
test for human blood. But he
declined to elaborate.
Luzerne County Judge Bernard C Bromisky set Sept. 29
for a hearing on the petition.

Of Calloway County's most illustrious sons, Harry Lee Waterfield must be considered, he knocked on the Governor's door
twice, and then let us stretch
it out a bit, by saying Albeit
Barkley did the same thing once,
on the National scene. Both with
distinction too. Not a had record
for the Jackson Purchase,always
written off by the Democrats.

Frank Albert Stubbleffeld reminds me of Lyndon B. Johnson
--"This schizophrenic market before Johnson became Presihas been moving toward all dent. They get more done with
directions of the compass, the least noise, of any Senator
something like a colony of wild or Congressman on the Hill
bees," Walston & Co. says. As
for an upside break in the near You saw more shelled corn
term, the firm notes that, while come out of the fields in August
there has been deep gloom in than all the rest of your life put
the financial district recently, together, but you take boys like
"there could be a mayor rally Gus Robertson, Jr., Thurston
In spite of everything."
Furches, Duff and Stark Erwin,
Alfred Taylor, and a dozen more
you could name are "go-gett--ers". They lust won't let it
Although there is evidence stay out in the cold.
the %award pace of business
No four cornering lots in Muractivity is slackening because
of monetary restraint, it is ray will bring more cash today
more likely
that business than the four at Chestnut and
strength will weaken early next Twelfth Streets. You might pick
year rather than in the closing one, but four, no.
months of 1969, according to
Effie Kingins, Lois Waterfield,
E.F. Hutton & Co. The firm
says recent market perfor- and Ella Hamlin qualify for tomance suggests that the stocks day's LADY SENIOR CITIZENS,
in the DJ industrial average and can you think of three better
may soon begin catching up ones to be recognized?
with the rest of the market.
There must be four times as
many horses in Calloway County
today than there was twenty years
For New Year's Ere
ago, but where are the mules?
_.,HOLLYWOOD- (UPI)-The Shetland ponies were the biggest
Elizabeth Taylor-Warren Beatt) things on the market ten years
picture, "The Only Game in ago, but the trend to bigger breeTown," will be 20th Century- ds oStiOw.s us how fast the young
Fox's New Year's Eve release. set grow up.

Smothers Brothers
File Suit At CBS
LOS ANGELES (UPI).-The
Smothers Brothers, in what
they promised was their "last
word" on the cancellation of
their television show, have sued
the
Columbia
Broadcasting
System for $31 million.
The two comedians made the
announcement Wednesday at a
news conference featuring the
same mixture of social comment and satire of their variety
show dropped by CBS five
months ago after a censorship
hassle.
The legal action, actually a
series of three lawsuit s,
charged CBS with infringement
of the brothers' constitutional
rights of free expression,
violation of antitrust laws and
breach of contract,
CBS cancelled the show in
May saying
the Smothers
brothers consistently failed to
comply with their contract
obligation to deliver tapes of
the program in time for review
by the network's programs
practices department in New
York and for preview to
affiliate stations which would
air the show.

HOLLYWOOD (UPI)--Pro
ducer Hal Wallis will be honored
in London with a festiAll, of 19
of his films, including "Beckett'
and "Little Caesar."

* * *

Lands top role
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Nehemiah Persoff landed the top co
starring role with Roaafind
Russell in "The Unexpected Mrs.
Pollifax" for United Artists

•{P11 •11

LISA,
WE CAN'T SERVE
ARNOLD
PICKLED PIG'S FEET.

Eddie Albert is still having trouble
keeping Eva-Gabor down on the farm.
But it's well worth it in laughs.

by Charles

M. Schulz

I THOU614T YOU
COULDN'T 60 HOME
AGAIN?

Poin
end
gas
All
Phon

Nancy

YOU

California location
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Producer Martin Ransohoff will
.shoot most of the scenes for
"The Moonshine War" on location in Stockton, Calif.

GREEN ACRES
8:00 P.M. SAT. SEPT. 27
NEW NIGHT WLAC-TV.5
• C.,

Peanuts®

SIX
7

by Ernie Bushmiller
MAY I
HAVE THE
ORIGINAL
RECIPE?

40-IN

HERE IT IS
I
TORE IT OUT
OF A MAGAZINE

00;
489p. M.
YEW
llaes
num.
does

Abbie'N Slats

by R. Van Buren

"kr
DID YER NOTICE IF
ANY GUYS IN wwirEsuirs
WITH NETS WAS ON
HIS TAIL , SON

CHARLIE COBBS, ARE YOU
TELLik16 US THAT THIS MAN
OFFERED YOU A 127,500
BRAND-NEW ROLLS MOYCO
FOR THAT BEAT-UP OLD
JALOPY OUT TrIERE
"

OH, HE'S MR.ROLLS HOYCE ,
ALL RIGHT. HE SI-40wE0 ME
HIS BUSINESS CARD.'

1968
el
edil
ed in
8592.

bth
v.
S

b

S,r.I.res•

,41

Lil' Abner
by Al Capp

I

CAIXT!!
YOU
TELL
HIM!!

ME? wiTH
/-kEART

CONDITION?

MOM
vioLIENT!!

M R . F-FATENACK,SIR

- P-PORK AND BEANS
ISN'T THE MOST
POPULAR AMERICAN
'DISH AN'
-Y MORE -PIZZA Is!
,

YOU'RE FIRED!!

— AND I DON'T PAY
PENSIONS TO TRAITORS!!

May 2
regitte
Murray
3301.
ed ter
$30.00.
phone
1964 1
17% fi
tained.
Phowne
NICE
tatoes.
taineri
Mill. I

Honor for Wallis
One of today s most exciting young
entertainers goes into orbit

Old stuff
DETROIT (UPI) - Warnings
that cigarette smoking may be
harmful- to your health aren't
anything new.
Accordint to "5000 Pacts
and Fancies published by Gale
Research Co. of Detroit, King
James I of England penned this
blast against smoking back in the
earl , 1600s:
'It is a custom loathsome to
the eye, hateful to the nose,
harmful to the brain, dangerous
to the lungs, and in the black.

-*7

FULL
manta,
pieces
with
some ,
cial
18.95
and $4
Paschg
P

'Pt
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.8w,Se/IV-ale
RiotFoe
mow THE

OOD (UPD-Pron Ransolioff will
of the scenes for
ne War" on lotock ton, Calif.
* * *

AUTOS FOR SALE

role
WOOD (UPD-Neheff landed the top cote with Rosalind
'The Unexpected Mrs.
r United Artiste

POR SA1.11
GIRLS CLOTHING, azes 10 and
12 dr. Petite, sizes 3 and 5. Wo- GOOD BLACK AND white TV,
men& aim 9. Phone 753-1518. poster bed, chest of drawers,
S-21-C two end tables, round top trunk.
Phone 733-4814 or see at 1302
ONE HD-7 Allis-Chalmers Do- Olive Blvd.
5-49-C
r.
lift, full diesel
Call 753-8868 dining day
or 753-3470 at n.leie. S-30-NC
NIRV1COS OPPORID

AUTOS POR SALE
1962 OLDSMOBILE, 2-door hardtop, good condition. Call 7533695.
5-29-G
1962 CHRYSLER 300 Coupe.
Extra Cle.n, $375.00. Phone
436-2323.
S-29-C

1965 MUSTANG, 283 automatic
tratiamisaion.
Extra clean. Call
360 KAWASAKI motorcycle,
CONTRACT new boons.
0-2-C
only 1900 miles, still in war- General repair work and add- 753-2434.
ranty. Must sell. Phone 753- tient Phone 7534305.
REPOsSESSION
1986 Ford
5917 after five p. m.
S-27-P
Oet.-104 Galaide two door hardtop.
Good condition. Make bid. Can
PROFESSIONAL reel d•a tIT'S terrific the way we're sell- ial painting. Brush, roll, spray be seen at 204 South 4th Street,
Murray, Monday through Friing Blue Lustre to clean rugs References. Tree
setismites day.
0-2-C
and upholstery. Rent shampo- Phone 753-3486.
Oct. 21-C
oer $1. Western Auto Store.
Home of "The Wishing Well" LIGHT HAULING. Call after 1961 CHEVROLET Impala tour
S-27-C 400 p. m., 753-7174.
349-C door. Clean low mileage. Phone
753-8243.
5-29-C
VINYL UPHOLSTERED living WILL KEEP babies or small
1969
MACH
I.
Low
mileage.
room suite, two months old, children in my home. Phone
S,29-P
$85.00. Bedroom suite with box 753-8898.
S-27-C Phone 753-3815.
springs and mattress, $45.00
1956
CHEVROLET
pick-up
See at 804 Broad Extended be- WILL STAY in home with .1- Good condition. Priced to sell.
deny
coovaleseent person.
tween 4:00 and 7:00 p. m.
S-27-P Phone 753-5892 days or 753S-27-C Phone 4354651.
6477 nights.
S-30-C
VOLKSWAGEN trailer hitch*
WYNN.
like new, will sell for half
price, Call 753-1705 during the
day or 492-8264 after 5 p. m.
S-27-C

PT. 27
-TVID5
• c.

snLz,

•Pf111•4

'T BE SILLY,
RLING.
RE NOT HIS

COUCH. Call 753-5050.

S-27-C

ONE GERMAN Shepard, registered, three and one-half years
old, $45.00. Registered English
Setters, males and females,
white and orange, white and
black, daughter of champion
Big Coon and sun of champion
Johnny Crockett. $40 for males,
$30 for females. Phone 492S-27-C
8607 after 5:00 P. m,

Schulz

1:04
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CASH for your
Used Band Instrument!!

NEEDED NOW

NOLP WANTED

NOLP VIANTID

HELP WANTED MAL
Carrier Corporation's new Murr,ty Kentucky. plant
has the following openings.
GROUP LEADER/FOREMAN SHEET METAL
PRESS SHOP
CHIEF INSPECTOR - FABRICATION AND
ASSEMBLY
Please contact Paul Engle. General Manager, Carrier Corporation, P.O. Box 30, Murray, Ky. 42071.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

UAL ISTA'TlE FOR SALO
HOUSE AND LOT. Lot size 70'
x 255'. Call between 5:00 p. m
and 8:06 p. m., 753-3036, J. W.
S-29-P
Coleanau.
3-BEDROOM brick, central heat
and air, carpeted, built-in ap
pliances, in city school district
transferable loan. Call 753-4516
H-1TC
BY OWNER: New brick house
three bedrooms and study with
kitchen and den combieation,
two baths, central heat and airconditioning and built in Tappan appliances. Phone 753-4763.
S-30-C
NIL? VfANTIO

City Ordinance

1968
CHEVROLET
Capric
tour-door hardtop. V-8 engine,
automatic transmission, air-conditioning, power steering and
power brakes. Low mileage. L,ocal trade in. Light green with
black vinyl roof, $2995.00. Parker Ford Used Car Department.
7th and Main, Phona 753-5273.
S-27-C

Code Of Life
Is Cracked

ORDINANCE NUMBER 501,
BEING AN ORDINANCE MAKING IT UNLAWFUL FOR VEHICULAR TRAFFIC ON 13TH
STREET FROM POPLAR TO
VINE TO TRAVEL IN A NORCracking the genetic code was
THERLY DIRECTION; MAKING
IT UNLAWFUL FOR VEHICU a milestone for man.
The facts are staggering. Eace,
LAR TRAFFIC ON IRVAN
STREET FROM VINE TO POP- cell in your body contains tightly
1963 FORD pick-up, six cylind- PAR TO TRAVEL IN A SOU- twisted molecules, DNA, carryEconoline. See J. D. Murphy THERLY DIRECTION; FIXING log coded messages. If all thit
at Murray Home and Auto PENALTIES FOR THE VIOLA DNA molecules in your body were
Store. Phone 753-2571 days and T1ON THEREOF; AND RE- stretched out to their full length'
S-27-C PEALING ANY ORDINANCE and placed side by side, they'
753-3828 nights.
OR PORTION OF ORDIN- would spread almost all the way
1965 CHEVROLET Impala, 4 ANCES IN CONFLICT HERE- across the solar system. The
image defies the imagination.
speed, 396. Call 492-8159. 0-1-C WITH.
1968 TORINO GT, 390 engine,
power steering and power brakes. Console, automatic shift.
Red stripe wide oval tires,
$2395.00. Parker Ford Used Car
Main.
Department. 7th and
S-21-C
Phone 753-5273.

1968 FORD Fairlane, four-door
sedan. V-8 engine, automatic
NICE SLEEPING rooms for transmission, radio and white
boys, one block from campus. wall tires. Low mileage, $1895.Phone 7534425 or 7534982. 00. Parker Ford Used Car DeSept 30-C partment. 7th and Main. Phone
5-27-C
NICE FURNISHED apartment 753-5273.
for college boys. Phone 753- 1965 OLDSMOBILE four door
/381 days, 753-5108 after 500 hardtop. Automatic, air condiTEC tioned, all power. One owner.
pm.
low mileage. Phone
NEW VACANCY: single or dou- Reasonably
ask for Jeff.
and
753-2901
ble rooms for boys, refrigerator. One block from campus.
Private parking. Phone 753E243.
O-EC
LOOT A POUND
TWO-BEDROOM furnished aLOST:
Four year old female
partment. Zimmermiufs Apartments, South 16th Street. Phone lemon spotted pointer bird dog.
753-61309.
5-29-C With her is a three months old
male pup. In Lynn Grove vicinTWO - BEDROOM trailer at ity. Phone 435-5455 or 753-7139.
S-27-C
Shady Oaks Trailer Court.
Phone 753-8873.
S-30-C
FOR RENT

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE The code in each DNA moleCITY OF MURRAY, KENTUC- cule consists of letter-like comKY, AS FOLLOWS, TO-WIT: binations , and cells act accordSECTION I: From and after ing to their instructions. Scieni
the final adoption of this ord- lists are now beginning to "read"
inance, all vehicular traffic on those instructions, which deter13th Street from Poplar to mine the destiny of a cell.
Depending on the code, a tubVine shall proceed only from
ercle bacillus-the TB germnorth to south.
SECTION II: From and after could be created, or any other,
the final adoption of this ordi- kind of cell, The DNA of the
nance, all vehicular traffic on tubercle bacillus, in fact, is noir
Irvan from Vine to Poplar shall under intensive investigation at
proceed only from south to the Duke University Medical Cennorth.
ter.
SECTION III: All ordinances
As the result of a research
or portions of ordinances of the
City of Murray, Kentucky, in grant from the American Thorconflict here with are hereby acic Society, the medical arm
repealed to the extent of such of the National Tuberculosis and
conflict and to such extent on- Respiratory Disease Associaly.
tion, Dr, Hilda P. Willett is,
SECTION IV: Any person, conducting studies to determine
firm, corporation or other legal the genetic makeup of this bacientity found guilty of violating llus. Through her research, she
any provision of this ordinance hopes to find out more about
the:
shall be deemed guilty of a DNA and how it
instructs the.
misdemeanor and, upon comic- cell, why some TB
germs bethereof, shall be fined not
come resistant to drugs that
less than ONE DOLLAR ($1.00)
nor more than TEN DOLLARS immobilize most TB germs, and;
other fundamental questions.
•
($10.00) for each offense.
The implications of research.
PASSED ON FIRST READING ON THE 25T1ioDAYs-OF into DNA.are dizzying, Already"geneticists have succeeded in
SEPTEMBER, 1969.
creating test-tube copies of DNA
COMMON COUNCIL,
CITY OF MURRA1,_ - molecules codtairring man-made
instructions: Theieniecnies have
KENTUCKY
been injected into some bacteria,
By Holmes Ellis, Mayor .
thus altering the destinies of the
City of Murray, Ky.
cells.
ATTEST:
The possibility of rewriting
Stanford Andrus
genetic blueprints open vast new
Clerk, City of Murray,.
dimensions in medical research.
Kentucky
ITC And no one can now visualize what
may lie ahead.

WANTED: Waitress, janitor
end cook. Phone 75.9-4953.
S-,711-C TRAILER SPACE. Stella TrailDixieland Shopping Clinks
er Park, Phone 753-2.493.
Phone 753-1573_____ _
S-27-P
.MAN WANTED by Stella F
Mill. Please contact mill in per5-27-C
son.
190 HONDA 125 Scrambler,
NEW BRICK duplex, two bedlike new, priced to sell. Phene,
par
right room. Stove and refrigerator
SALO
$140.00
the
UAL-WATS
FOR
week;
'to
Per
Mit
Nei
Raft
GET RID Of
492-8714.
S-27-C
man ages 21 to 32. Approxi- furnished. Also trailer. Phone
acres
and
52
PESTS
HOME
CHOICE
A
At the
5-27-C
mately 48 hours per week. Must 753-6931.
GREY 12' z 19' Mohawk wool FOUR-BEDROOM House:
of fine land on Highway 121, be a hard worker for this high
three
extime
we
have
present
rug and pad; Zenith radio cabTHREE-ROOM unfurnished duin Coldwater. The residence is
inet, mohogany with Provincial cellent-buys in four bedroom a spacious 3-bedroom brick in paying Job. Must be honest, de- plex, electric heat. Phone 753has
pendable, sincere and sober.
molding; other household items. brick houses. One of them
a beautifully landscaped setROACHES
Job hop- 1246 or see at 503 Olive.
1209 Kirkwood, phone 753-7932. two bedrooms down, with bath, ting. The farm land is top qual- Permanent vest. (No
S-21-C
Carry Germs
Mr.
Riley,
Padubuiltpers
please).
kitchen
with
living
room,
S-27-C
with
woSPIDERS
S-27-C
cah 444-9822.
in range, dishwasher and dis- ity for raising cattle,
ven wire fences, a fine stock
UNFURNISHED two -bedroom
Are Poison
FOUR BURIAL LOTS in Mur- posal, family room with fireALASKAN A-BLAST
barn and deep well. With blackduplex apartment. Phone 753TERMITES
ray Memorial Gardens. Lot place, and utility. Upstairs are
this
is
sides,
frontage
on
3
top
5517.
5-29-C
Eat Your Home
139-A 1-2-3-4 in Garden Christ- two more bedrooms and bath
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
potential development property,
EMPLOYMENT
us. Phone 753-5302 for informa- plus an enonnuos amount of
TWO-ROOM
efficiency
Atomic
apartEnergy Commission
right.
and
priced
Locally
owned
and
operat
S-27-C storage space. It has central
OPPORTUNITIES
tion.
ment for college boys. Tele- eel for 20 years. We can be says it will go ahead with its
beat and air and is great in NEW 3-BEDROOM brick home
phone 753-2863.
S-29-P reached 24 hours a day.
sdheduled underground nuclear
at
in Westwood, on sloping lot.
every way.
test on Amchitka Island Oct. 2.
six chaffs, buffett. HotIt has a large living mom, den,
THREE-ROOM
air
conditioned
Call Today Fe, FREE
MURRAY STATE
Sen. Daniel K. Inouye, Dpoint refrigerator, set of blond ANOTHER one is located on a kitchen with all the built-ins,
furnished apartment with priInspection
UNIVERSITY
said he was "deeply
end tables, coffee table, Tappan beautiful shady lot and has a 2 ceramic tiled baths, carpeted
vate bath for copies only. 1641
Phone; 753-3914
saddened" by the decision.
gas range with visual light oven. study, kitchen, family room, throughout, central heat and
Miller
Avenue,
phone
753-1775
Member Chamber of
AEC, in announcing the deciAll in excellent condition. living room, dining room and air, utility mom and carport.
•
S-29-C
Commerce and Builders
S-27-P bath down and four bedrooms Call us to see this good home.
Phone 753-6247.
sion Wednesday, said: "It is
Association. LCP-196
and bath up. Immediate posses- TENNESSEE FAILM-158 acres,
most unlikely that the explosion
Position now open in the
SIX ACRES of jap hay. Phone sion on this one.
MODERN furnished apartment,
5 miles west of Crossland, on
will trigger an earthquake of
ITC
753-3629.
following areas:
ONE-STORY: This !bur bedroom Jones Mill Road just south of
one bedroom, one-half block
magnitude as large or larger
brick is all on one floor. It has State Line. 120 acres cleared
CAFETERIA
from campus. See at 1608 Colthan the initial seismic shock."
40-INCH Frigidaire stove $30.00;
baths, living room, kitchen, land; 30 acres in bottom; and
lege Farm Road. Phone 753two
CUSTODIANS
freAmchitka is in an earthquakewith
Hotpoint refrigerator
Incarport.
utWty, study and
5553 or 762-2757.
0-2-P
90 acres sowed down. This land
LABORERS
prone
area.
ezer compartment at top, $50.cluded in the low purchase has been limed past year, ridge
00; both work peeectly. Call
FURNISHED two-bedroom aconditioners, drapes, land 7.9 tons per acre; bottom
is
sir
price
489-2772 or 753-8637 after five
•
partment. Couples only. $125.00
Phone 753-3914
kitchen appliances, and outside land 4 tow per acre. Call us
S-30-C
POST OFFICE COMPANY
p. m.
per month. Phone 753-4599 afclose
to
Located
storage house.
for details.
ter 3:30 p. m.
Located 100 So. 13sh
5-29-C
groceries and schools, immed- NEW 3-BEDROOM brick, in
Apply:
WASHINGTON (En-PostJEW ROOT KAIST-Appty see iate possession on this one.
Personnel Department
City School district. Has living
DUPLEX APARTMENT, o n e
master General ,Winton M.
Elbrated Aapbalt Alumi- THREE-BEDROOM Bricks: We
room, kitchen-dining area, utiliAdministration Bldg.
block from University. Each
Blount says the Nixon adminisnum Let us thow you bow saw have several of these. One has ty room, 1% ceramic tiled
apartment completly furnished.
(second floor)
tration is more determined than
to apply, bow it stops leaks and three bedrooms, two baths, liv- baths, central heat and air, fulFor
married couples or four
ever to have the nation's Mail
for only $ mots a ing loom with fireplace, recrea- ly
does the
Murray State University
carpeted, carport and patio,
students. Including cooking fa- NUTS ABOUT HIM
square foot. AA about the epee- tion room, kitchen with all on good lot and convenient
turned over to a
Murray, Kentucky
to
cilities. Phone 753-2649. 5-29-C
ist 30 gallon drum price. Hugh- Tappan built-ins, central heat Shopping Center. Priced below
government corporation. "We
BOSTON UPI - About 500 Nor- must have a meaningful reform
es Paint Store, 401 Maple IR and air, carport and corner lot. $20,000.00.
ONE YEAR OLD two-bedroom theastern University students bill, not just a sham," Blount
Oet..44 BRAND NEW Ls this one that 13%
ACRES with a 3-bedroom
has two baths, entry hall, util- brick veneer home, on Highway WANTED-Job Supervisor to duplex. All electric, paneled held a wake and a funeral pro- told newsmen Wednesday.
FOR "a Job well done feeling"
walls, hardwood floors. For cession Wednesday to mourn "That would be a tragedy for
room, den, kitchen with
ity
clean carpets with Blue Lustre. built-ins, central heat and air, 121, one mile west of Cold- supervise and counsel adult en- couple, or with one child. Rent Melvin, the
mascot of Melvin the American people." The
rollees
in
local
Manpower
Prowater.
This
home
is
on
a
slopBig
Rent electric ehampooer 01.
carpeting, carport and good ing yard and the land is well gram. Person must have had at $65.00 per month, water furn- Hall dormitory
for the past House Post Office Committee
ished.
Also
have
trailer
for
year.
storage space. Owner will trade. drained. This is an ideal small least one successful year exvoted
this week to start
Melvin was a squirrel.
perience in building construc- rent, $48.00 per month. Phone
SPINET PIANO, new $470.00, WE have plenty of new ones acreage.
drafting a bill based on a
489-3623.
5-30-C "We think it was pneumonia," measure by
5 years to pay. Lonardo Piano but this place is a real bargain IN HAZEL, 3-bedroom frame tion. He must possess the patchairman Thaddeus
Co., your complete Music Store, In a used house. For less than home at 5th arid Calloway ience, understanding and other FURNISHED HOUSE. Phone said a dormitory resident.
J. Dulski, D-N.Y., leader of
across from post office, Paris, $24,000, you can own this two Streets. Has living room, din- personal qualities to enable him 753-2325.
anticorporation forces.
S-30-C
Tenn. Baldwin Piano and Or- year old brick. It has three bed- ing room, kitchen, bath utility to deal effectively with adults
besutiful
room,
EXTRA
living
NICE
rooms,
rooms
for
college
gans for church or horns.
and garage, on nice lot with lots who are inexperienced, unskillkitchen with all the built-ins. of shrubbery and trees. Price ed, uneducated and, often, un- girls with cooking facilities, one
1988 VICEROY trailer, 12'
Double carport with storage reduced for squick sale.
motivated ...Good salary with block from capus. Phone 753located at University Heights house, carpeting, and even the A GOOD CATTLE FARM: 92 Fringe Benefits. Call 443-8465 6429.
S-30-C
Trailer Court. Phone 753-8291 drapes are part of the pur- acres near New Providence, on or pick up application forms at
HOUSE TRAILER. Available
Oct.44 chase. It's located on a large blacktop,
after 10:00 a. m.
with four room house. the PAEOC office, 1400 ThompMSU This farm is well fenced with son Ave., Paducah, Ky. Equal October 1st. Phone 753-3694 or
to
convenient
is
and
lot
1968 1111L-CREST 12' x 80' all and city schools. Also there are
753-3314.
S-30-C
woven wire and has lots of wa- Opportunity Employer. S-27-C
electric mobile home. Carpet- two baths.
ed living and bedroom. Locat- NEED some income and a nice ter for stock.
ed in Coach Estates. Phone 753- place to live? Then take a LARGE FRAME home in Ha- WANTED: Waitress for weekzel, 10 rooms, one block frem
5-36-C
E1592.
look at the duplex located at business section and aceOrs end*. Top pay plus good Ups.
Kentucky Lake Lodge Restaue
OFFIRBO
100 PER CENT Llewetlin and 306 N. 8th Street. One side has street from the Baptist church. ant, Aurora, Ky. Phone 474
room,
kitLiving
bedrooms.
2
English, Johnny Crocket breedThis is a lot of home for the 2259.
5-294
ing, Setter puppies. Beautiful chen and full bath with tub money.
heathy elitely bred. Whelped and shower. The other has one 3-BEDROOM brick home, and
May 23 and June 1. Papers to bedroom, with large kitchen, 5 acres of land approximately WANTED: Someone to keep
resileter. 306 South Ilth Street, living room, beth, these spelt- 4% miles from Murray in the my children in my home. Cal
Murray KY., night phone 753- manta are completely separate. Locust Grove and New Provi- 753-8284 after four p. a.
S-2S-C
0-1-P Has 2-car garage, ideal location dence area. If you want a nice
3301.
for church, town, school doctor, home and acreage this is it.
WAITR,ESSES and soks want*THREE MONTHS cid register- this place is priced to sell.
Priced to sell.
ed, night shift, 3 to 11. Please
ed female Hammett. Has shots. WE HAVE a large business LYNNWOOD ESTATES:
2
miles
person at Trenholm'i
$30.00. See at 805 Vine Street, building at Stella.
out Highway 121 now open and call in
S-29-C
5-29-P WE HAVE a nice office for
In.
Drive
phone 753-5110.
tots are selling. We invite you
rent.
to drive out and see these fine
1984 HOLIDAY Travel trailer, WE HAVE several farms, lots residential lots, with and with
all
your out trees. Buy now and plan
17% feet long. Fully self con of building lots. For
tabled, with extras. Sleeps six. Real Estate needs you will find your future home, terms if de5-29-P It pays to check with ROBERTS sired.
Phone 4924384.
REALTY at 505 Main Or call WE ALSO HAVE a large selecNICE COPPERSKIN sweet po- Hoyt or Rey Roberts at 753- tion of
lots in Murray, FairNOTICE
tatoes. Please bring your con- 1651.
S-27-C view Acres, Hazel and on the
contact:
Good Supply of
Jones'
at
Jones
tainer& Cooper
0-0-C HOUSE, now rented for $100.00 lake, priced $1,000.00 and up
Mill. Phone 2474=3.
per month, also 115' x 150' lot, TO BUY, see us, TO SELL, list
FULL TRUCK LOAD. Rem. zoned for duplex apartment, al- with us. We are now Licensed
manta, hall runners, bathroom so three-bedroom house locat- In both Kentucky and TennesGet yours before the
pieces, some indoor-outdoor ed one block from University. see.
rain falls.
with kidensity rubber back, Phone 753-2849.
S-29-C FULTON YOUNG Realty, 41h
and Maple Streets. Office phone
some Jute hack, shags, commer.
Between 8:00 a.m.
753- 7333. Home phones: Fulton
cial type and others. Values to
and 5:00 p.m.
$8.95 sq. yd. Our price $1.99 MODERN HOUSE with 30 acres Young 753-4946, R. B. Patterand *299 sq. yd. while it buts. of land. Located in the Provi- son 436-5697, Ishmael Stinson
Phone 753-4176
Paschall Discount House Hazel, dence area. Gall after 4:00 p. m. /53-1534.
H-S-27(
492-8336.
S-30-P
Ky. Phone 4924733.

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
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KELM PUT
-CONTROL

service

Buren

OPPORTUNITY

sisvIcEs

Paving

No Jobs Too
Small or Large
To Be
Appreciated
Free I...stirnat es

RIVER SOTTO •
DIRT

A. Z. FARLEY

Phone 753-5502

Toy Lee Barnett
Ditching

BEATEN TO DEATH Dykes
Askew Simmons Jr., 38, who
served 10 years in a Mexican prison for a murder he
said he did not commit, was
found beaten to death in
Fort Worth, Tex. He escaped from prison in Monterrey in April by dressing himself as a woman and walking out of the compound
with about 400 women.

I.

RIGHT IN THE
PALM OF
YOUR
HAND
NELL*OttWITH
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&
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—

SEEN & HEARD . .. Community

21111 Beriln Parts Representative of Midwestern Vanwagon Distributorship, Inc., Columbus, Ohio, presents Ed
Carroll, Sales Manager of Carroll Volkswagen In Murray, a
plaque for the third consecutive month for outstanding new
car aces:wry sales in the Midwestern V.W. dealership area.
There are 68 Volkswagen dealerships In competition for this
award, and this marks the first time any dealership has won
the award throe months in a row.
mates, he remained shy of
predictions.
Cepeda, who played in the
last two World Series in for St.
Louis, wasn't bubbling with
optimism over the Braves'
chances of taking the pennant.
"This game's too tough to
say," murmered Cepeda,
"You've got to win one today
and win one tomorrow. Win
them one at a time."
Teammate Phil Niekro, who
won his 22nd game for the
Western
League's
Senators National
Washington
The
so
leaders,
wasn't
Division
since
haven't had it so good
cautious, however.
Harry n Truman was Pres"The way we're playing
ident.
now,"
enthused Niekro, "we
perennial
The Senators, a
can't be beat."
second division team in the
The victory kept the Braves
American League over the past
11.2 games in front of secondwere
today
decades,
two
place San Francisco in the
guaranteed of their first season
West and reduced the Braves'
better than .500 in 17 years
"magic number" to four for
Cleveland
the
defeating
after
clinching the division title. Any
Indians, 4-1, Friday night.
combination of Atlanta victories
Since 1952, when the Senators
and
San
Francisco losses
finished 78-76, Mere have been
up
four will win it for
adding
to
five Preeidents, two states
the Braves.
added to the Union and man
In other National League
has landed on the moon. The
action, New York shut out
six
had
have
also
Senators
5-0, Cincinnati
managers during that time. . Philadelphia
Ted Williams, who took over swept a doubleheader from
Houston, 3-0 and 4-3, Pittsburgh
as manager this year, has been
blanked
Chicago, 2-0, St. Louis
the team's most successful
romped over Montreal, 12-1 and
since Ossie Bluege in the midSan
Francisco
edged _
1940s. The Senators' victory
2-1.
Angeles,
team's
Friday night was the
82nd— the most by any Washington team since 1945.
A grand slam homer by Lee
Maye in the fifth inning, and
the six-hit pitching of Joe
Coleman provided the Senators
with their fourth victory in a
row Friday night.
Other League Action
Walter Gordon, KS brother of
In other AL games, Boston Mrs. Berne Watkins of Paduedged Detroit, 6-5, New York cah, died at 3 a.m. today in
topped Baltimore, 4-2, Oakland Jacksonville, Ark. He was a forbeat California, 3-1, Kansas mer resident of Marshall CounCity edged Chicago, 5-3 at ty.
Milwaukee and Seattle beat
Besides his sister, he is surMinnesota, 4-3 In 14 innings.
vived by two daughters, Mrs.
Reba Drumwright of Cabot,
Ark., and Mrs. Reggie Klass of
Jacksonville; two sons, Tom
Gordon of Jacksonville and Duke
Orlando Cepeda may be a big Gordon of Little Rock, Ark.; one
reason why the Braves think brother, Henry Gordon of Hardin
they're a good bet to bring Rt. 1; and a number of grandAtlanta its first World Series, children a n d great-grandchilbut Cepecla isn't quite as dren.
Funeral arrangements are inoptimistic.
Cepeda smashed a grand complete. The body is at Westslam home run in the third brook Funeral Home in Beebe,
inning Friday night to pace the Ark.
Atlanta Braves' 10-4 romp over
San Diego, Unlike his team-

Baseball
Roundup
American League

Walter Gordon,
Marshall Native,
Dies In Arkansas

National League
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MURRAY STAIR
UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM

I

(Casyttneed Prom Page One)
lion schedule was already tight
as a drum. Thousands of dollars were at stake and the management was frantic. No one at
the factory knew what to do.
The company which manufactured the machine was called
and said they'd be glad to send
an engineer out to look at it,
but they were located in a city
2,000 miles across the country,
all planes were grounded by a
severe fog and so they couldn't
tell just when he'd get there.
The president tore his hair.
A young executive spoke up,
9 know of an elderly millwright
who claims he can fix my machine. Shall I call him?"
"Yes," said the president frantically. "ill try anything. We've

(Continued From Pees One)

from Sponsor

Murray Federal
Savings and
Loan Office
304 E. Main
See. Allen Rose or
Bruce Thomas
L

(Continued From Pate On1)

Mrs. Canter
Dies At 80

M.

thiy-

Vowells Set To Defend Golf Title

James and Ruth Cambron. Bob and
Sule Husher
7 31 — Buck and Lois Willingham.
Dr. Wm. and Mary Colburn.
744 — John and Evelyn Anderson,
Frank and Girl Varint
7:51 -- Irvin and Jean Hunt. Charles
and Nadine Wets
7541 — Richard and Theda Bobo,
ROY and Tyra Wesson.
805 — Jimmie and Virginia Davie
Bill and Betty Wallace.

942 — Marvin and Pauline Mel
blear. Art and Alleys Kornorowski.
9119 — John and Jerry Kohlineyer
Jack and Elizabeth Sherwood.
9.36 — Lloyd and Mackey Terry, Dr
Jack and Peggy Creason.
9:43—Mr. and Mrs. James Haworth.
Charles and Barbara Clark.
9:50 — Starling and Mary Holloway, Charles and Daisy Hines.
9,57 — Wren and Mary Ruth Sharer Carter and Jeannie Brien

MAYFIELD, Ky., Sept. 26 —
Mrs. Cane Canter,- 80, died at
5:15 a.m. today at Harris Rest
Home.
She is survived by five sons,
Robert, Taft and Frank, all of
Graves County; James and
Cletus, both of Demopolis, Ala.;
four daughters, Mrs. Steve
Klapp, Mayfield, Mrs. Cecil
Crider, Farmington, Mrs. Bobby
Yates, Tempe, Ariz. and Mrs.
Lois Dick, Dempolis, Ala,; one
brother, Bill Pittman, Detroit;
one sisters, Mrs. Jim Cook,
Farmington and 40 grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
at 2 p.m. Sunday at 10th Street
Penecostal Holiness Church with
the Rev. Lester Galbreath officiating. Bunal will be in Pittman Cemetery.
Friends may call at Byrn Fu
neral Home.

CHAMPLAIN, N.Y. (UP!).—
Three U.S. Customs agents
were shot early today while
questioning a man . at the
Canadian border in this northeastern New York community.
The wounded agents were
the
to
taken
Plattsburgh
Medical Center. Their injuries
and conditions were not immediately available.
State
police, the border
patrol, customs and immigration men were pined by Royal
Canadian Mounted Police and
provincial police in a manhunt
for the assailant. The suspect
was believed on foot in the
mountainous rural area.

0. E and Ella Grace Dixon.
11.21 — Ike and Dot Arnold, Ben
and Betty McGill.
1128 — Bab, and Shirley Brooke
Dick and Peggy Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Beck.
11:35 —
Bill and EveLvn Barlow.
11,42 — Wendell and Judy Carter.
Chas and Mary Jo Riddle,
1215 — Jasper and Betty VOwell,
Max and Linda McDade.
Setts Lou
1222 — Charlie and
Thomas. Dr R. T and Anne Peterson. Basle) and Catheryn Brooks.

Hospital Report
es

THREE AGENTS SHOT

Get Free Tickets

Mark Up

an, the University of Kentucky
chairman, James G. Wilson, Re- graduate has, traveled more
Smith,
gular Member, Elude
than a half million miles in
First Alternate, L. C. Bailey, Kentucky since 1945 and has
Lae
Thomas
Alternate,
Second
been assigned in each of the
C - Liberty: Chairman, Clyde state's 120 counties at least one
1:he:ps, Vice-ctiirman, P. 1).
time each year.
Lovett, Regular member, R. H.
He joined the Louisville
Alternate
First
Willoughby,
in 1941 after gradnewspaper
Roy Bogard, Second Alternate,
uating from college where he
Robert Ross.
was sports editor of the stuD - Brinkley Community: dent newspaper and the camp:
VicePotts,
Sherwood
Chairman,
yearbook and was voted the
chairman, Woodrow Norswor- us
most popular man on campus.
thy, Regular Member, Perry
In 1960, he coordinated the
Harrison, First Alterante, Brent
of "The Civil War In
writing
Alternate,
Butterworth, Second
the first newspaper
Kentucky,"
Burie Haneline.
supplement to win the National
E - Swann Community: Glenn Civil
War Centennial CommissViceChairman,:
Crawford,
ion's Award of Distinction.
Butterworth,
Chairman, Osro
Regular Member, Carroll M. their own 40, the Bulldogs took
got to get that machine fixed Rogers, First Alternate, C. E.
to the air. A Green to ErickJohnny Wilright away OT we'll lose the Jones, Second Alternate James
Tripp Williams (83) went high in the air in the end zone to pull clown this
son pass put the ball on the
of last night's
Johnson order arld all their bus- NicCallon.
Murray 42. A Green to Moore
liams pass to make good a two point conversion attempt in the seco+nd °varier
iness!"
PAT while Kim
F - Waciesboro Community: pass put it on the Murray 29.
game. Murray's Danny Carroll (30) is throwing up his arms signaling the
on.
look
County
Fulton
Chairman, Melvin Young, Vice- Bob Nanney passed to James
of
(SO)
Homra (20) and Mike Tate
A half hour later, an old man
(Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon)
chairman, 0. L. Cain, Jr., Regu• Rawluitiewicz for the marker.
with a tool box was escorted
Burchett,
pound tackMember, Clinton
200
Myers,
lar
James
tap to the machine. The factory's
Alternate, Baron Palmer, le and one of the finest high once again which sent it throtop brass hovered alxisit him First
Alternate, Alvin Hale. school kickers in western Ken- ugh the north uprights to the
Second
nervously as he walked around
Community: Chair tucky, banged the ball through top of the Murray High School
Hazel
G
the machine, studying it from
Blalock, Vice-chair- for the extra point. Myers put buildingPaul
man,
all angles. At last he reached
Outland, Regular on a nicking exhibition all night, The final score of the game
into his tool box and extracted man, Charles
E. Erwin, First driving the Tigers back to their name with 6:52 left in the ball
James
Member,
a rubber hammer. Carefully seCompton, own goal line, time after time, game.
Calvin
lecting a spot on the machine's Alternate,
Spice- to place the Bulldogs in good The Tigers received a kickoff
Winn
Alternate,
Second
motor housing, he tapped it
an their own 35 and Layton
position.
land.
sharply once, with the hammer.
Lasater returned it to the Murin
committee
made
was
scare
community
one
Only
ASC
The machine hummed into life
alternates will be alternate de- their period of the game. Mur- ray 47. Danny Carroll reached
again, and ran steadily.
legates to the county ASC ân- ray High took the hall on their the 49 then the Fulton 47, Jimthee
The factory president mopped ven.tlon in event a regular de- own 22 yard line on a punt and my Brandon hit to the 43
the
to
lost
McCuiston
ball
37.
the
the
task
McCuiston
Porter
attend.
cannot
legate
his head with a handkerchief.
and raced the length of the 38 and Danny Carroll failed to
"What do we owe you, friend?"
field for the TD. 9:17 showed gain. Things broke loose on
he asked. "I want to pay you
on the clock in the third quar- the next play as Porter Mcright now!"
NEVER
"SENATORS"
let loose a pass to Danny CarJohnny Williams run
ter.
"A hundred dollars," said the
mil to the Fulton 30 and on
tempt failed.
old fenow.
Porter McCuiston put on ano- the next play repeated the forThe president's eyteows shot
WASHINGTON (UPI)— Sen.
ther running exhibition with mula to mark up the final score.
up. "Oh come on now . . you
R-N.Y., 3:25 left in the third period Kip Cloptan's kick was good to
Javits,
K.
did a good jab, sure but that Jacob
Interrupted Senate debate when he took the ball from make it 41-14.
seems like quite a lot!"
Thursday to ask a moment's center Pat Ryan on his own 38 Porter McCuiston had one of
"It would have mit you a pause "to give recognition to a and filtered through the en- his best nights after he got over
lot more if some idler from simple, let stirring victory of tire Fulton line to go all the the first few moments of conmade the human spirit." Javits said way. He outran three pursuers tact. He exhibited his running
the factory inhere
this machine had came out to he was referring, "of course," over the last forty yards to speed, his passing ability, dad
fix it," pointed out the old to the long, hard struggle of the reach the goal line This play in one outstanding incident, his
defensive ability. The _latter
man.
NYork Mats Into first.-plaxe, won called..back because of a
event came up in the closing
'lien yes," adinaltea the pres- and .finally to the championship clipping penalty.
ident, "but all you did was of
Fulton took a Murray quick seconds of the third quarter.
the
National
League's
to hit it once was a hammer"' Eastern Division." Said Javits: kick on their own 22. Erickson, Murray had quick kicked to the
The Tigers Porter McCulston (33) is trying to shake
"You want me to itemize "The triumph of the Mets is a on a pass to Pawlukiewicz, got Fulton 22 and Bob Nanney loose from James Pawiukiewicz on this punt return. Seconds
what I did?" said the old millball to the Murray 20. A came right back on the next later Pawlukiewicz gat help from a teammate and *Colston
true inspiration t01 underdogs the
wright, quietly. A bit uncertainpass to Hoyt Moore moved it to play with a pass to end Steve was downed on the 42 yard line.
"•
everywhere."
ly, the president nodded.
(Staff Photo by Gene tdeCuteheon)
the Murray 10 as the quarter Erickson. Erickson is a speed
perwas
pass
the
and
merchant
So the old marl took a penended
NOW YOU KNOW
cil stub out of his pocket and
Fulton opened the final per- fect He had a clear field beThe total length of the Atlanone the back of an old envelope
iod with a fine pitchout from fore him with the exception of
by United Press International Bob Nanney to Kim Homra who McCuiston who wee about fif- ELA ION INFLATION?
tic coastline of the United States
wrote these words:
The largest professional hon- raced the distance to the Tiger teen yards from him. Porter
For hitting the machine once
is 2,069 miles.
AUGUSTA, Maine (UPI)—
with hammer
$ 1.00 or society in the country is goal line for the second Fulton matched Erickson's speed and
•• *
Kappa Delta Pi, in the field of score of the game Big James got the angle on him to force Even love costs more these
For know where and
days.
The geographie center of
$99.00 education, with approximately Myers sunk his toe in the bell him out at the Murray 20.
how hard to hit
740,000 members.
Paul Bryant turned in anoSecretary of State • Joseph North America is in North
ther good night for Murray. Edgar reminded residents Dakota, a few miles west of
The entire Murray defenive Thursday beginning Oct, 1 the Devil's Lake.
unit peineined in an excellent state
will collect $5 for
* * *
manner all night denying yard- marriage licenses. They used to
age to the Bulldogs, knocking be free.
The total length of the Mexi8 13 — Gay and Ellaabeth Cowley.
10:04 — Larry and Carmen Deny.
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. — The Paul
down passes, and tackling well.
and Dorothy Herron.
Chutes and Hilda Jacluon.
The bill authorizing the fee can boundar) of the United
8.10 — Jim and **chisel Sandridge,
sixth annual Guys and Dolls
10,11—Lawrence and Cellists Mudd,
Murray had nine first downs was passed during the last States is 2,013 miles.
and Kemple Stigler.
Jack and Ann Mulling.
Golf Tournament will be held at Skip
6.26 — Roger and Bobbie Puckett.
1018 — James and Lucille Edelen, to seven for Fulton.
legislative session,
* * *
Ruth
Spurlock,
and
Kentucky Dam Village State Rex
Fulton came to Murray last
8.3.1 — Chas. and Veneta Sexton,
Or. Claude and Tobie Williams.
Park this weekend. A field of Dr. Glen and TUlle Boles.
10:25 — L. I- and Mary Bone. Bob
night sporting a 3-0 record.
%orld Island is the term used
nd Dot Jones.
'Really Great'
160 golfers have entered this
10.32 — Mr. and Mn. Norman Mor- They registered wins over Ful8 40 — Chas. and Dorothy Good
referring to the combined
when
and
Dennis
Verble
Marvel.
Hut
Jeannie
and
on.
aker. Dr. Woodfin
year's event.
ton County, Crittenden County,
(UPI)—"A areas of Eurasia and Africa.
HOLLYWOOD
10,39 — Laurence and Mimi Gor'on
and Waverly, Tennessee. Mur- Really Great Movie" is the title
ton. Scott and Plots Smith.
8 47 — Lindy and Abbie Mercer. I(
Jasper and Betty Vowel', Ful* 4*
1046 — Wendell and Lee Galvan.
E. and Odella Bickers.
ray has won over Fulton County, of an original story by Haskell
Any and Betty Stolz.
8.54 — Dick and Lethe Young
ton, will be on hand to defend
and
Harold
Marge
Hardee—
10.53
Andy and Olive Factor.
and Paris, and lost to Mayfield. Wexler to be made into a film
their title. The Vowells have
Massachusetts has had 64 gov.Y. George and Virginia Everette
9.01 — Frank and Florence Davit
1100 — Bill and Barbara Mitchell.
next year at Paramount.
Harold and Millie Brown.
won the tournament twice.
ernors since 1780.
Toe and Bette LeBlanc
9:06 — Kenneth and Charlotte Mil
11,07 — Pal and Virginia Howard
ler, Kr. and Mrs. LOUt, HoUenbsch
Pairings for Saturday are:
Charles and Dorothy Aud,
9,15 — Samuel and Eva Morris
7 30 — Wm. and Beth Westphal.
11.14 — Charles and Roseann Alen.
James H. and Levan Davis.

September 21, 21, 31
TWO SHOWINGS DAILY

SATURDAY — SEPTEMBER 27, 1969

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

NAVIGATES ITSELF It's the SKAMP iStation Keeping and
Mobile Plattorml. a crewless, pilotless Sailboat developed by
RCA for possible use in meteorology, electronic intelligeme
and other oceanographic applications. The unique miff
utilizes on-board electronics to sail by remote control to
designated point. then tack back and forth to hold position

Census — Adults
8
Census — Nursery
Admissions, September 25, 1461
Mrs. Jean Chancey, Route 5,
Murray; James Parr, 804 North
20th Street, Murray; Joseph Devers, Box 1289 Hart Hall MSU,
Murray; Mrs. Marianna Stubblefield and baby boy, Route 5,
Murray; Mrs. Audrey Cook, Rt.
C, Murray; Ron Porter, Embassy Apts. A-5, Murray; Ronald
Shemwell, 728 Vine, Murray;
Mrs. Thelma Emerson, 1307
Main Street, Murray; Cletous
Young, Route 1, Almo; Baby
boy Bogard, Route 1, Dexter;
Tolly Alexander, Route 1, Pur
year, Tenn.; Jessie Wallis, 500
South 6th Street, Murray; Andrew Garrett, 604 Vine, Murray; Mrs. Maude Hartsfield, Rt.
4, Murray.
Dismissals
Master James J4C1a-nshan,
P. 0. Box 218, Feeryear„I Tenn.;
Mrs. Voazes Collins, flouts 1,
Murray; Mrs. Phyllis Lynville
Route 1, Hardin; Mrs. Anna
Dill, 413 South 9th Street, Mur
ray, Miss Laurel Edwards, Box
111, Hardin; Mrs. Jeanette Con
ner, P. 0. Box 828, Murray;
Mrs. Kathryn Nevil and baby
girl, 1626 Hamilton, Murray;
Mrs. Jane Alley and baby boy,
1660 Ryan Ave., Murray; Mrs.
Bell Crutcher (To Cony. Div.),
407 No, 3rd Street, Murray,
John Jones, Route 3, Murray;
Mrs. Olie Colson, 209 No 5th
Street, Merray, Miss Connie
White (From Cony. Div.), 16411
Ryan Murray.
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